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Abstract
Doctor of Philosophy
Multi-channel Techniques for 3D ISAR
by Federica Salvetti
This thesis deals with the challenge of forming 3D target reconstruction by us-
ing spatial multi-channel ISAR configurations. The standard output of an ISAR
imaging system is a 2D projection of the true three-dimensional target reflectivity
onto an image plane. The orientation of the image plane cannot be predicted a
priori as it strongly depends on the radar-target geometry and on the target mo-
tion, which is typically unknown. This leads to a difficult interpretation of the
ISAR images. In this scenario, this thesis aim to give possible solutions to such
problems by proposing three 3D processing based on interferometry, beamform-
ing techniques and MIMO InISAR systems. The CLEAN method for scattering
centres extraction is extended to multichannel ISAR systems and a multistatic 3D
target reconstruction that is based on a incoherent technique is suggested.
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ω
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Radar imaging has been widely investigated in the last few years and increasingly
used for a wide range of applications as radar systems, unlike optimal imaging,
are capable of working day and night and in all weather conditions.
In particular, Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) is a radar technique used
to obtain high-resolution images of remote targets using radio waves. Developed
in the in the early ’80s, it has been widely investigated in the last few decades
and highly exploited for a large number of tasks such as non-cooperative target
identification and classification or enhancement of the cross-range resolution of
rotating targets.
The basis of ISAR systems lies in the extension of the concept of Synthetic Aper-
ture Radar (SAR), referring to a geometry in which the synthetic aperture is
formed by exploiting the movement of the target and possibly the movement of
the radar platform. The SAR synthetic aperture is generated by means of the
movement of the platform that carries the radar only. In SAR scenarios, the
antenna illuminates an area that is usually static during the synthetic aperture
formation while in ISAR scenarios the target motion is not usually under the radar
operator’s control. The non-cooperation of the target in ISAR operating scenarios
1
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is the main difference between these two techniques and one of the main challenges
of the Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar image formation processing.
The unknown target motion leads to the key problem of unknown geometry and
dynamics of the radar-target system during the coherent integration time. Such a
limitation results in a difficult interpretation of the ISAR image and consequently
causes difficulties in fundamental tasks as recognition and classification of the
target.
The standard output of an ISAR imaging system is, in fact, a 2D projection of
the true three-dimensional target reflectivity onto an image plane.
An example of 2D ISAR image obtained by processing real data acquired while
illuminating a ship is depicted in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: 2D ISAR image.
.
The orientation of the image plane strongly depends on the radar-target geometry
and on the target motion, which is typically unknown. The result is that that the
target projection onto the image plane cannot be predicted and the interpretation
of the ISAR images becomes complicated. Under these conditions, the projected
two-dimensional image can only provide limited information and is not sufficient
for identifying and recognizing the target.
To solve this problem, the idea is to form a 3D reconstruction of the target as to
completely avoid the problems related to the orientation of the imaging plane and
the consequent misinterpretation of the 2D ISAR image.
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The aim of this work is to develop effective techniques to form 3D images of
non-cooperative targets. All the techniques developed in this thesis exploit a mul-
tichannel ISAR system. The received signals are used to estimate the orientation
of the image plane allowing for the target 3D shape reconstruction. The first de-
scribed technique is based on the interferometric principles and gives a solution
to the problem of scattering centres extraction on ISAR images obtained from
a spatial multi-channel radar configuration. The second technique is based on a
tomographic approach and allows to overcome the shadowing problems. The third
technique exploits a MIMO InISAR system to obtain the three-dimensional target
reconstruction. Moreover, a method for multistatic 3D target reconstruction that
is based on a incoherent technique is proposed and analysed.
All the developed techniques are tested on simulated data whilst the interferomet-
ric technique is also tested on real data-sets.
1.2 Thesis Outline and Major Contributions
This thesis is organized as follows. The first part provides a review of the ISAR
signal modelling for the monostatic case. Then, the multichannel signal model
is introduced and the developed techniques are detailed. Results on simulated
data and, where available, on real data-sets are provided for all the developed
techniques.
The main contributions of this thesis are:
• Extend the CLEAN technique. The developed Multi-Channel CLEAN (MC-
CLEAN) technique is a useful tool for scattering centre extraction and makes
use of ISAR images obtained from a spatial multi-channel radar configura-
tion.
• Develop a procedure in order to analyse the performances of the 3D inter-
ferometric ISAR processing.
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• Develop a method for 3D ISAR imaging of non-cooperative target by using
beamforming techniques.
• Develop a method for multistatic 3D reconstruction based on a incoherent
technique.
• Develop a technique for 3D InISAR imaging of non-cooperative target in a
colocated MIMO configuration based on the monostatic-bistatic equivalence
theorem. A comparison between the 3D reconstruction performances of a
multichannel InISAR system and a MIMO InISAR system is provided.
• Demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques on simulated and,
where available, on real data-sets.
During the research activity, the following papers have been published:
• M. Martorella, F. Salvetti, and D. Stagliano. ”3D target reconstruction by
means of 2d-isar imaging and interferometry.” In Radar Conference (RADAR),
2013 IEEE, pages 1-6, 2013.
• M. Martorella, D. Stagliano, F. Salvetti, and N. Battisti. ”3D interferometric
isar imaging of non - cooperative targets.” Aerospace and Electronic Systems,
IEEE Transactions on, October 2014.
• Hai-Tan Tran, Elisa Giusti, Marco Martorella, Federica Salvetti, Brian W.-
H. Ng and An Phan. ”Estimation of the total rotational velocity of a non-
cooperative target using a 3D InISAR system.” 2015 IEEE International
Radar Conference, May 2014.
• Federica Salvetti, Douglas Gray, and Marco Martorella. ”Joint use of two-
dimensional tomography and ISAR imaging for three-dimensional image for-
mation of non-cooperative targets.” In EUSAR 2014; 10th European Con-
ference on Synthetic Aperture Radar; Proceedings of, pages 1-4, June 2014.
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• Federica Salvetti, Daniele Stagliano`, Elisa Giusti, Marco Martorella. ”Mul-
tistatic 3D ISAR Image Reconstruction.” 2015 IEEE International Radar
Conference, May 2014.
1.2.1 Chapters outline
Chapter 2
Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar Imaging
The aim of this chapter is to recall the fundamental concepts of ISAR theory.
The concept of ’resolution’, fundamental in ISAR imaging, is reminded and the
main differences between SAR and ISAR concepts are highlighted. Particular
attention is given to the monostatic ISAR signal modelling and the 2D image
formation since these will be extended to a multistatic signal modelling and a 3D
image formation processing.
Chapter 3
3D Interferometric ISAR Imaging
First, the multichannel signal model is discussed in this chapter.
Then, the MultiChannel CLEAN technique for scattering centre extraction in
ISAR images obtained from a spatial multi-channel radar configuration is pre-
sented.
Finally, the algorithm for 3D target reconstruction based on the interferometric
principles is detailed.
Chapter 4
3D Interferometric ISAR Performance Analysis
In this chapter, simulated data results of the interferometric method are presented
and evaluated through the developed performance analysis procedure.
First, the performance analysis theory is detailed, then simulation results are
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examined. Simulated data are obtained by generating the backscattered signal
from two point-like scatterer models.
Chapter 5
Real Data Analysis
Two real dataset are used to test the algorithm. The data are first processed
by using the Multichannel-ICBA to focus the obtained ISAR images. Then, the
InISAR processing is applied.
Chapter 6
Multistatic 3D ISAR Imaging Reconstruction
This chapter focuses on describing a method for multistatic 3D target reconstruc-
tion that is based on a incoherent technique. This idea stems from the considera-
tion that even though InISAR imaging has proven an effective tool to produce 3D
target reconstruction, it suffers of shadowing problems.
The proposed solution to this problem is to use of spatially distributed radar
network and to combine the 3D reconstructions obtained at each InISAR system.
Chapter 7
Joint Use of Two-dimensional Tomography and ISAR Imaging for Three-
dimensional Image Formation of Non-cooperative Targets
A novel tomographic approach to form three-dimensional ISAR images of non-
cooperative moving targets is the key idea of this chapter.
The idea behind this concept is to overcome some limitations of the interferometric
algorithm. In fact, this technique does not allow for scatterers belonging to the
same range-Doppler cell to be resolved in the ISAR image. Conversely, with the
approach proposed in this chapter, is possible to achieve height resolution and
generate a 3D reconstruction that takes into account also scatterers that are not
visibile.
The beamforming processing is detailed and results of simulations are presented.
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Chapter 8
3D Colocated MIMO ISAR Imaging
The objective of this chapter is to propose a 3D target reconstruction method based
on the InISAR processing described in Chapter 3 by using a co-located MIMO
configuration. The idea is to exploit the advantages that a co-located MIMO
configuration gives, related to the concept of virtual aperture. Simulation results
show a comparison between the 3D reconstruction performances of a multichannel
InISAR system and a MIMO InISAR system.

Chapter 2
Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar
Imaging
2.1 Introduction
Radar imaging has been increasingly used for a wide range of applications. This
is because radar systems are capable of working day and night (unlike optical
imaging) and in all weather conditions. They can penetrate clouds and smoke.
Some radars can penetrate foliage, buildings, soil and human tissue and above
all are able to detect, track and image objects with high accuracy at long range.
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR)
are radar techniques to generate high resolution Electro-Magnetic (EM) images
of natural and man-made objects by coherently processing returned signal from a
moving target at a different aspect angle relative to the radar. The change of the
aspect angle is given by the relative motion and rotation between the radar and
the target[1]. The standard output of a radar imaging system is a two-dimensional
(2D) image, that is a 2D projection of the true three-dimensional (3D) target re-
flectivity. Radar images are often compared with photographic images as both are
the result of some transformation that maps a 3D object in a 2D space. However,
their distinctive mapping techniques and the considered image features lead to a
9
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very different interpretation of these two types of image. The main differences
that deserve to be pointed out are related to geometry and radiometry. From the
geometrical point of view, the images are the results of a target projection onto
different planes. For an optical sensor, in fact, this 2D plane coincides with the
focal plane of the sensor while for an imaging radar the orientation of the Image
Projecting Plane (IPP) depends on the sensor position relative to the target and
on the target’s motions. Furthermore, in the case of non-cooperative targets, it
cannot be predicted a priori. Regarding the radiometric differences, the exploited
EM waves uses drastically different carriers. This profoundly affects the observa-
tion result and the images highlight different characteristics of the target. Some
quality indexes, such as geometrical resolution, radiometric resolution, signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) etc. are usually used to characterized radar images as well as
other type of images. In radar imaging, the detail in which an object can be ob-
served depends on how fine is the spatial resolution. Consequently, this feature
becomes crucial in order to form high quality radar images.
This chapter is to describe the fundamental concepts of ISAR theory.
First, Section 2.2 will portray a brief history of radar and radar imaging to recall
the fundamental discoveries of our forefathers, which made it possible to achieve
nowadays radar technology.
Secondly, the concept of ’resolution’ will be recalled in Section 2.3.
Section 2.4 will compare SAR and ISAR technologies and highlight the main dif-
ferences, which lead to very different signal processing.
The monostatic ISAR signal model and the conventional 2D image formation
processing will be presented in Section 2.5 and 2.6, to be extended in Chapter 3
to multi-channel ISAR and 3D image formation.
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2.2 Brief history of radar and radar imaging
The term RADAR was coined in 1940 by the United States Navy as an acronym
for RAdio Detection And Ranging [2, 3]. The history of radar can be dated back
to the experiments carried out by Heinrich Hertz in the late 19th century. He
experimentally validated the James Clerk Maxwell’s theory on electromagnetism
and discovered that radio waves are reflected by metallic objects while carrying out
his experiments on radio waves. In fact, Hertz noticed that surrounding objects
were interfering with his radio waves. In 1900, Nikola Tesla proposed a wireless
system able to locate objects and even to measure their distance by using reflected
radio waves. Tesla tried to clarify the idea behind his initiative as:
”When we raise the voice and hear an echo in reply, we know that the sound of the
voice must have reached a distant wall or boundary, and must have been reflected
from the same. Exactly as the sound, so an electrical wave is reflected, and the
same evidence can be used to determine the relative position or course of a moving
object such as a vessel at sea”.
Despite his brilliant vision, Tesla’s ideas were forgotten, only to be rediscovered
time and time again in years to come. Four years later the German engineer Chris-
tian Hu¨lsmeyer applied for a patent for the Telemobiloskop (Telemobiloscope), a
simple ship detection device intended to help avoid collisions in fog. The Tele-
mobiloskop and some patent drawings [4] are shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2
respectively.
Figure 2.1: The Telemobiloscope
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Figure 2.2: First page and azimuth encoding of the original patent DE 165546,
Hu¨lsmeyer, 1904.
Only two weeks after his patent application, Hu¨lsmeyer gave a public demonstra-
tion of his device in which he successfully bounced signals onto – and received
reflections back from, a ship approaching the Hoenzollern Bridge over the River
Rhine in Cologne. The device was only designed to detect an object, not to assess
how far away the target object was but the principle and the system required had
been created. The Telemobiloscope was primarily a spark-gap transmitter con-
nected to an array of dipole antennas, and a coherer receiver with a cylindrical
parabolic antenna that could rotate 360 degrees. Unfortunately, Hu¨lsmeyer’s idea
had no follow on and was almost immediately forgotten, mainly because of the
poor technological background of that time. G. Marconi was the first to clearly
understand the possibilities of using short waves to detect targets. In 1922, in an
address to a joint meeting of the Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Institute
of Radio Engineers in New York, he suggested using radio waves to detect ships
[5]:
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”As was first shown by Hertz, electric waves can be completely reflected by con-
ducting bodies. In some of my tests I have noticed the effects of reflection and
deflection of these waves by metallic objects miles away. It seems to me that it
should be possible to design apparatus by means of which a ship could radiate or
project a divergent beam of these rays in any desired direction, which rays, if com-
ing across a metallic object, such as another steamer or ship, would be reflected
back to a receiver screened from the local transmitter on the sending ship, and
thereby immediately reveal the presence and bearing of the other ship in fog or
thick weather. One further advantage of such an arrangement would be that it
would be able to give warning of the presence and bearing of ships, even should
these ships be unprovided with any kind of radio.”
Neither Hu¨lsmeyer’s nor Marconi’s achievements were able to pique the interest
of their political class. It took at least a decade before specific studies to realize
his system were addressed, and at least fifteen years before such devices reached
acceptable operating performances. Breit and Tuve were the first to apply the
pulse technique to measure the distance, in 1925. The application was to determine
the height of the ionosphere [6]. Only in the early ’30s the first (accidental) objects
detections were performed. The US were the first to study and build radar systems.
In the early ’30s the first (accidental) objects detections boosted the investments
and consequently the research in this field. The organization that took on the
financial burden of this first phase was the Naval Research Laboratory. Studies
progressed at a slow pace and the first patented system dates back to 1934 [7].
It can be pointed out that this device, as indeed those of all the other countries,
was a continuous wave system, easier to be designed with respect to the pulsed
radar. The first pulsed radar are dated back to 1936. They worked at a frequency
of 28,3 MHz and pulse duration 50 sec. The maximum range was initially only
2.5 miles but later on was brought to 25 miles in a few months. A new incentive
to the study of radar systems came with the development of tubes capable of
providing high power. However it is only in 1941 that a series of pulsed radar were
installed on the bigger units of US Navy. Other than US, also Italy, England and
Germany carried on studies and researches on radar systems. It worth noticing
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that France started independent studies on radar too, but these researches were
almost immediately interrupted due to the instability caused by the second world
war. The Germans built very good systems during the war, but these did not play
as a decisive role as the American and British radars. In England, the first proposal
to the government to allocate funds for research in radar is 1935. At the end of
1935 was built the first continuous wave prototype and in 1936 was fabricated the
first pulsed device. This exploited a frequency of 25 MHz and, in 1939, 200 MHz.
Then, after the exchange of technical information with the Americans in 1940,
the developments increased dramatically. The construction of the multi-cavity
magnetron, proposed by the British Randall and Bootes, decisively contributed to
this progress. In Italy, the current government didn’t encourage studies on radar
system, even though many researches were carried on by local scientists. In 1933
G. Marconi demonstrated the possibility of detecting obstacles by means of the
reflection of electromagnetic waves during an experiment attended from the Italian
military authorities. Following the experiments of Marconi, the young engineer U.
Tiberio carried out a research on how to use a system that exploit e.m waves to
detect aircraft and ships at a great distance. The study contained the basic radar
equation and the basic schemes of the continuous wave and pulsed apparatuses.
Unfortunately, Tiberio’s research was basically ignored and a poor team were
provided to help him dealing with this issue. Between 1935 and 1940 he realized
the first pulsed radar prototype (’GUFO’) at the naval academy of Livorno. The
government only realized the importance of radar systems after the disaster in the
naval battle of Cape Matapan and gave the necessary resources to build a first
series of pulsed systems. Radar techniques dramatically improved in the following
years. In 1951 Carl Wiley conceived the SAR concept [8], giving rise to the
origins of radar imaging. In 1957 the Willow Run Laboratories of the University of
Michigan developed the first operational system for the US Department of Defense
(DoD). This was classified. Unclassified SAR systems were successfully built by
NASA in the 1960s. Following these first experiments, NASA completed other
significant missions such as the SIR-A (1981), SIR-Band (1984) and SIR-C (1994)
missions. In 1978 was launched the first spaceborne SAR system, SEASAT-A. This
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was a turning point in the radar imaging history since the results obtained with
SEASAT-A demonstrated the importance of radar imaging for the observation of
the earth and led to the lunch of other spaceborne SAR systems with improved
resolution, wider coverage and faster revisit times. In order to overcome some
spaceborne SAR systems issues such as cost, revisiting time and resolution, a
number of airborne SAR system have also been developed.
Years later, in the early ’80s, Walker and Ausherman gave rise to the ISAR concept
by presenting the idea of radar imaging of rotating objects with fixed antennas
[9, 10]. For the first time, the Doppler information generated by the rotation of an
object was exploited to separate echoes returning from different parts of the object
along a cross-range axis. A two-dimensional (2D) image of the target is obtained
by using such a Doppler separation, together with the time-delay separation (along
the radar range). The resulting 2D image is mapped onto an image plane.
2.3 Image Resolution
A radar image can be defined as a spatial distribution of the EM reflectivity of
an object mapped onto an imaging plane from a distribution of currents on the
object’s surface [11]. The EM field irradiated by the radar when incident on an
object induces a set of currents on the object’s surface, which in turns produces a
scattered EM field. This EM field partially propagates back to the radar, which
measures the backscattered electric intensity, that is the target reflectivity. The
object’s reflectivity may be observed in finer detail depending on the spatial reso-
lution up to isolate the reflectivity contributions from different parts of the object.
Under certain constraints, conventional ISAR images are represented in the Range
and Cross-range domain. High resolution in both range and cross-range is then
necessary to enable radar imaging capabilities in a radar system and achieve a high
quality image. The term resolution generally refers to the ability of a system to
distinguish two measured quantities. For radar systems the resolution is a measure
of how far two point-like scatterers with equal magnitude have to be separated to
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be recognized as two and consequently to appear separate in the radar image. to
The range resolution is the ability of the system to distinguish two scatterers along
the range direction, while the cross-range resolution is the ability of the system
to distinguish two scatterers along the cross-range direction. The resolution is
determined by the impulse response of the radar system, that is the Point Spread
Function (PSF). In the case of SAR and ISAR systems, it is typically assumed
that the target is composed of independent point-like scatterers and the impulse
response is usually approximated by means of a two-dimensional sinc-like function.
The concepts of range and cross-range resolution will be described in the following
subsections.
2.3.1 High Range Resolution
In pulsed radar, the range resolution is commonly related to the transmitted pulse
duration Ti. In fact, the persistence of an echo is usually approximated with
the length of the transmitted pulse. Consequently, it is possible to distinguish a
second close range scatterer only when the the first return fade away. In other
words, when the delay between the two scatterers’ echo is at least Ti. The range
resolution can then be expressed as:
δr =
cTi
2
(2.1)
Where c is the speed of light. From eq.(2.1) can be derived that to improve
the range resolution it is necessary to reduce the pulse duration. However, the
transmitter peak power should be increased when reducing Ti not to affect the
probability of detection and false alarm and to achieve equal performances. This
problem is overcame by the pulse compression theory [12–14]. The pulse com-
pression is achieved by jointly using wide-band transmitted signals and a Matched
Filter (MF). The MF ensures the maximum Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at its
output by producing the transmitted signal autocorrelation function, as depicted
in Figure 2.3. In addition, wide-band transmitted signals are necessary to have a
compression gain. A compression gain is obtained when the compression factor ς
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Figure 2.3: Matched Filter’s block diagram
is greater than 1. The compression factor can be defined as follows:
ς =
Ti
δτ
(2.2)
Where δτ is the pulse duration at the output of the MF, that is the minimum delay
between two scatterers below which the two contributions cannot be distinguished.
The range resolution can then be defined as:
δr =
cδτ
2
=
c
2B
(2.3)
Eq.(2.3) express the relation between the transmitted signal bandwidth B and
the range resolution. Moreover, the time duration of a pulse is reduced by the
compression factor ς at the output of the MF. From that, the expression pulse
compression. It is worth pointing out that to achieve an effective compression it is
necessary to use phase and/or frequency modulations. Besides, pulse compression
can produce undesirable effects in terms of SideLobe Level (SLL). In fact, sidelobes
can appear in the compressed signal as a side effect and they must be attenuated
or, when possible, suppressed, to avoid masking other echoes. Both analog and
digital modulation are common in literature. Among analog modulations, Chirp
signals are the most popular. In fact they not only are easy to generate, but are
also robust against noise and Doppler effect and allow to control the SLL. In sum-
mary, pulse compression is a technique to achieve high resolution by transmitting
wideband signal with transmitted peak power limited by the pulse duration and
with unchanged performances at long ranges.
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2.3.2 High Cross-range Resolution
As stated before, the cross-range resolution can be defined as the ability of the
radar system to separate two independent contributions in the cross-range direc-
tion. The cross-range resolution is strongly linked to the angular separation in the
same direction. As the angular resolution is inversely related to the antenna size,
in the past antennas of large dimensions where built to obtain radar system with
desirable azimuth and elevation resolution. As an example of this dependence,
the angular resolution of a rectangular antenna can be roughly determined by the
following expression:
αcr w
λ
Dcr
(2.4)
where Dcr is the size of the antenna along a given cross-range direction (usually
named as azimuth and elevation), αcr is the angular resolution (expressed in radi-
ans)along the same cross-range direction and λ is the radar wavelength. However,
higher angular resolution should be needed to enable the radar system to perform
image processing. The first reason is that it should be scaled from angular to spa-
tial coordinates. Secondly, the cross-range resolution is dependent on the target
range R as clearly shown in eq.(2.5)
δcr = Rαcr =
Rλ
Dcr
(2.5)
Long ranges implies poor cross-range resolution as well as wider antennas produce
finer resolution. However, it is obvious that is not either a practical or effective
solution a to build antennas of large dimensions. Equivalent practical limitations
occur when exploiting antenna arrays. In fact, the number of antennas to be
used to achieve desirable cross-range resolution would be often unreasonable. The
concept of synthetic aperture has been introduced in order to overcome such a
problem. SAR and ISAR techniques have been developed in literature to achieve
radar images with both range and cross-range resolution [15–17].
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2.4 SAR and ISAR Concepts
As pointed out in Section 2.3.2, real aperture antennas or antenna arrays do not
provide sufficient cross-range resolution for imaging systems. The concept of syn-
thetic aperture has been developed to overcome such a limitation. Carl Wiley was
the first to introduce the notion and to develop the theory of a SAR system in the
early 50’s. The idea is as simple as revolutionary: a virtual array is obtained by
moving a single element along a given trajectory and by transmitting and receiv-
ing from locations separated in space in a given time interval. Figure Figure 2.4
shows the comparison between a real and a synthetic aperture formation. Under
Synthetic
Aperture
Radar
Real
Aperture 
Array
1t 2t Nt it
 itR
Figure 2.4: Synthetic aperture radar vs real aperture array
the hypothesis of a static illuminated scene during the synthetic aperture forma-
tion (t1 ÷ tN), it can be stated that the signal acquired by a synthetic aperture
radar is physically identical with the signal acquired by a radar that makes use
of a real array. Obviously, as the synthetic aperture formation involves the move-
ment of the sensor, some approximations are necessary to neglect the effect of the
element motion. The stop and go assumption is typically used. The radar motion
is assumed to be discrete, so transmission and reception will be carried out when
the SAR system is stopped at a particular position. The hypothesis of stop and
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go is acceptable even for real scenario as the short round trip delay allow to con-
sider negligible the element offset created by the distance covered by the radar,
between transmission and reception of each pulse. Originally, Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) systems were used mostly for Earth observation applications such
as ocean, land, ice, snow and vegetation monitoring. However, SAR systems were
soon considered an important resource for a wider range of applications as mili-
tary and homeland security purposes because of the ability to form high resolution
images from remote platforms in all day/all weather conditions. Another way to
look at the problem of forming a synthetic aperture to generate high resolution
images is Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR). While in SAR the synthetic
aperture can be seen as a coherent processing of echoes that comes from different
view angles, the terms Inverse SAR refers to the fact that the radar is assumed to
be stationary whilst the target is moving. The synthetic aperture is not formed
by means of the movement of the platform that carries the radar but rather it is
formed by exploiting the movement of the target. In fact, the inverse synthetic
aperture is achieved when there is a variation of the target-radar aspect angle,
which is crucial for the image formation process. The concept of ISAR system is
illustrated in Figure Figure 2.5. The term ϑ (ti) indicate the aspect angle, which
changes along with the target motion. It is worth pointing out that the cross-
range profile of a target is a function of the radial velocity of each scatterer with
respect to the radar, whether the radar or the target or even both are moving. It
then could be argued that is possible to look at synthetic aperture from a SAR or
ISAR point of view by simply changing the reference system. The SAR geometry
is achieved by placing the reference system on the stationary target while ISAR
scenario is obtained by placing the reference system on the stationary sensor. How-
ever, the two systems, and consequently the two theoretical formulations, are very
different due to a crucial detail, the target co-operation. In ISAR scenarios the
target motion is usually not known a priori whereas in SAR geometry the area il-
luminated by the antenna is usually static during the synthetic aperture formation
and the platform motion is well-known. Target cooperation can be interpreted as
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Figure 2.5: ISAR system concept
system geometry knowledge, which enables straightforward image formation pro-
cessing. Specifically, a radar image is obtained by coherently process the echoes
received by the radar at different aspect angles. The antenna-target path differ-
ence ∆R (ti) may change with the platform motion during the integration time.
As a result, the received signal phase term changes over time and the phase differ-
ence must be compensated. The same concept applies to ISAR systems where the
distance between the radar and the target R0 (ti) changes over time. The relative
motion of the target with respect to the radar must be known a priori to apply
the correct compensation. It is clear, then, that SAR and ISAR image formation
techniques must differ since in ISAR systems the target is often non-cooperative
and the radar-target relative motion must be estimated by applying autofocusing
algorithms at time, since different targets have different motions with respect to
the radar.
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2.5 ISAR signal model
Let the ISAR system geometry to be introduced as depicted in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: ISAR system geometry
The system is composed of a the transmitter/receiver antenna indicated as TX/RX.
The reference system Tξ = [ξ1, ξ2, ξ3] is embedded in the radar system. The axis
ξ2 is aligned with the radar Line of Sight (LoS) while ξ1 and ξ3 correspond to the
horizontal and vertical axes respectively. The term R0(t) denotes the time varying
distance between the radar and the reference point on the target.
The target is usually considered as a rigid and composed of M point-like scatter-
ers. The relative radar-target motion can then be considered as the composition
of two contributions: a translational motion and a rotation motion. The transla-
tional motion is the motion of the reference point with respect to the radar. In
practical conditions, manoeuvring targets or external forces on the targets produce
rotation motions that are represented by the angular rotation vector ΩT (t), which
is applied to the center O of the target. The vector ΩT (t) includes the aspect
angle variation due to both the translational motion and the own rotational mo-
tion of the target. Its projection onto the plane orthogonal to the LOS defines the
effective rotation vector Ωeff (t). As demonstrated in [18], the plane orthogonal to
Ωeff (t) is the imaging plane.
Then, a reference system Tx = [x1, x2, x3] is defined, that is embedded in the target
and centred in O. The plane (x1, x2), whose axes correspond to the cross-range
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and range coordinates, coincides with the imaging plane. The axis x2 is aligned
with ξ2 whereas x3 with Ωeff (t).
The reference system Tx is time varying since the effective rotation vector changes
its orientation in time. Thus, we define the reference system Ty = [y1, y2, y3] to be
coincident with Tx at time t = 0. As it will be clear in the following, the plane
(y1, y2) identifies the image plane and its axes are associated with the cross-range
and range coordinates respectively.
Consider a pulse denoted as sT (tf) with temporal duration Ti, where tf is the fast
time. The radar transmits a pulse train formed by a number of pulses separated
by a time TR, which is defined as Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI). Typically,
Ti  TR. Under the stop and go assumption the radar-target relative motion
can be neglected and it can be assumed that the transmission of sT (tf) and the
reception of its echo occur instantaneously. Then, the received signal can be
expressed as follows:
sR (tf , t) =
∫
V
f(y)sT (tf − τ(y, t), t) dy (2.6)
where
• t is the slow time variable
• y is the vector that locates the position of an arbitrary point on the target
w.r.t. the reference system Ty
• f(y) is the target reflectivity function defined in the volume V of the target.
• τ(y, t) = 2R(y)
c
is the round trip delay time of a scattering centre located in
y at the slow time t.
The transmitted signal sT (tf) is the same at each pulse.
As described in Section 2.3.1, pulse compression is achieved by jointly using wide-
band transmitted signals and a Matched Filter. At the output of the matched
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filter complex base-band received signal in the frequency (f)/slow-time domain
can be written as:
SR (f, t) = W (f , t)
∫
V
f(y)e−j4pifτ(y,t)dy (2.7)
The function W (f , t) is the domain where the two-dimensional Fourier Transform
(2D-FT) of the reflectivity function is defined. I will be shown it to determine the
scattering centerPoint Spread Function(PSF) and can be expressed as:
W (f , t) = |ST (f)|2rect
(
t
Tobs
)
(2.8)
where Tobs is the observation time. For standard active radar systems |ST (f)|2 '
rect
(
f−f0
B
)
and eq.(2.8) can be re-written as:
W (f , t) = rect
(
f − f0
B
)
rect
(
t
Tobs
)
(2.9)
The function rect(x) is equal to 1 for |x| < 0.5, otherwise 0.
Under the assumption that the size of the target is much smaller tha the radar-
target distance, the straight iso-range approximationcan be applied and the term
τ(y, t) in eq. (2.7)can be written as follows:
τ(y, t) =
2R(y, t)
c
=
2
c
[R0(t) + y
T · iLoS(t)] (2.10)
where
• R0(t) identifies the distance between the radar and a reference point on the
target at time t
• iLoS(t) is the LoS unit vector at time t.
The principle of the straight iso-range approximation is depicted in Figure 2.7
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Figure 2.7: Straight iso-range approximation
Under the assumption of a small Tobs, the total rotation vector can be considered
as constant and the image plane fixed with respect to Tξ:
ΩT (t) ∼= ΩT , 0 ≤ t ≤ Tobs. (2.11)
Let choose the axis x3 and the vector Ωeff to be parallel. Then, the inner product
x2(y, t) = y ·iLoS(t) can be calculated by solving the following differential equation
system:  x˙(t) = ΩT × x(t)x(0) = y (2.12)
The resulting closed form solution is shown as follows [19–21]:
x(t) = a + b cos(Ωt) +
c
Ω
sin(Ωt) (2.13)
with
a =
(ΩT · y)
Ω2
ΩT
b = y − (ΩT · y)
Ω2
ΩT
c = ΩT × y
Ω = |ΩT |
(2.14)
It should be pointed out that ΩT = (0,ΩT2 ,Ωeff ) is in accordance with the chosen
reference system.
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Under the assumption of a small Tobs, the term x(t) in eq. (2.13) can be reason-
ably approximated by its first-order Taylor series around t = 0 and the result is
expressed in eq.(2.15):
x(t) ∼= a + b + ct = y + ct (2.15)
resulting in:
x2(y, t) = y2 + Ωeffy1t (2.16)
with Ωeff = |Ωeff | is the magnitude of the effective rotation vector. It is worth
highlighting that the effective rotation vector Ωeff is the only term that has to
be considered because it takes into account the actual target rotation. In fact,
any rotation around the y2 axis does not produce any radar-target variation and
consequently it has no effect on the image formation process.
The received signal can now be obtained by substituting eq.(2.15) in eq.(2.7). The
resulting expression is:
SR(f, t) = W (f , t)
∫
V
f(y)e−j
4pif
c (R0(t)+y2+Ωeffy1t)dy (2.17)
Another way to achieve this result is to consider the LoS unit vector in the reference
system Ty to be expressed as:
iLoS =

sin (Ωeff t)
cos (Ωeff t)
0
 (2.18)
The resulting inner product in eq. (2.10) can be then written as follow:
x2(y, t) = y · iLoS(t) = y2 cos (Ωeff t) + y1 sin (Ωeff t) (2.19)
As a consequence, eq. (2.7) can be written as:
SR(f, t) = W (f , t)
∫
y1
∫
y2
f(y1, y2)e
−j 4pif
c (R0(t)+y2 cos(Ωeff t)+y1 sin(Ωeff t))dy1dy2 (2.20)
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The 2D reflectivity function is denoted by the term f(y1, y2), which represents the
projection of the 3D target reflectivity onto the IPP as follows:
f(y1, y2) =
∫
y3
f(y)dy3 (2.21)
It is clear that eq. (2.20) and eq. (2.17) are equivalent under the hypothesis of
small variation of the total aspect angle in the observation time (∆Θ = ΩeffTobs '
1 degree).
2.6 ISAR image formation
Usually, a conventional 2D ISAR image is formed by means of the Range-Doppler
(RD) technique. As described in the previous sections, the first step is to obtain
range compression throughout the matched flter. The following step is perform the
radial motion compensation. Radial motion compensation consists of removing the
phase term that depends on the radial motion of the reference point, that is the
term −4pif
c
R0(t) in eq. (2.17). Many approaches have been developed in literature
to focus the image. Such methods are called autofocusing techniques as they use
only the received signal. In fact, in typical operating scenarios, no external data
are available. In this thesis, only the Image Contrast Based Autofocus (ICBA)
will be described in Section 2.6.1 as it has been used to focus the ISAR images
obtained with real data. Lets now assume that perfect radial motion compensation
has been applied and the phase term dependant on R0(t) has been removed from
eq. (2.17). The compensated signal is then:
SR(Y1, Y2) = W (Y1 ,Y2 )
∫
y1
∫
y2
f(y1, y2)e
−j2pi(y1Y1+y2Y2)dy1dy2 (2.22)
The spacial frequencies Y1 and Y2 are defined as: Y1(f, t) =
2f
c
sin(Ωeff t)
Y2(f, t) =
2f
c
cos(Ωeff t)
(2.23)
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The compensated signal described in eq. (2.22) consists of two terms: the func-
tion W (Y1 ,Y2 ) and the Fourier transform of the target reflectivity. The term
W (Y1 ,Y2 ) describes the region in the spatial frequencies domain where the signal
is defined. The ISAR image can be read as the estimate of the projected reflec-
tivity function. The ISAR image is represented in the range/cross-range domain
and can be obtained by simply applying the Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) to
eq.(2.22). When considering a target as composed of M point-like scatterers, the
target reflectivity function can be seen as the summation of all the contributions
as:
f(y1, y2) =
M∑
k=1
ρkδ(y1 − y1k, y2 − y2k) (2.24)
where
• y1k is the cross-range coordinate of the kth scattering centre
• y2k is the range coordinate of the kth scattering centre
• ρk is the reflectivity value of the kth scattering centre
It is worth noticing that eq. (2.24) does not takes into account the interactions
between the scatterers. Under these assumptions and substituting eq. (2.24) in
eq. (2.22) we obtain:
SR(Y1, Y2) = W (Y1 ,Y2 )
M∑
k=1
ρke
−j2pi(y1kY1+y2kY2) (2.25)
The IFT of eq.(2.25) is the convolution between the 2D-IFT of W (Y1 ,Y2 ), that is
w(y1, y2) and the projection of the target reflectivity function on the image plane:
I(y1, y2) = w(y1, y2)⊗⊗f(y1, y2) =
M∑
k=1
ρkw(y1 − y1k, y2 − y2k) (2.26)
By making the assumption of small aspect angle variation the polar domain defined
from W (Y1 ,Y2 ) and depicted in Figure 2.8 can be approximated by a rectangular
domain. As a consequence, eq. (2.23) can be approximated as follows:
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Figure 2.8: Fourier domain
 Y1(f, t) ≈
2pif0
c
Ωeff t
Y2(f, t) ≈ 2pifc
(2.27)
Where the frequency f in Y1 has been substituted by the central frequency f0. The
rectangular window intercepts the angular sector at the coordinate Y2 =
2f0
c
and is
shown in Figure 2.9 Consequently to the rectangular domain approximation, the
spatial frequencies (Y1, Y2) can be treated as independent variables. Furthermore,
a variable change can be applied from the spatial frequency to the delay time(τ)
and Doppler (ν) coordinated. Eq. (2.25) is rewritten as:
SR(f, t) = W (f , t)
M∑
k=1
ρke
−j2pi(fτk+tνk) (2.28)
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Figure 2.9: Fourier domain-rectangular approximation
with  τ =
2y2
c
ν =
2f0Ωeffy1
c
(2.29)
By applying the 2D-IFT to eq. (2.28) we obtain the ISAR image in the delay
time-Doppler frequency domain:
I(τ, ν) = w(τ, ν)⊗⊗
M∑
k=1
ρkδ(τ − τk, ν − νk) =
M∑
k=1
ρkw(τ − τk, ν − νk) (2.30)
The term w(τ, ν) is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of W (f , t) and repre-
sents the Point Spread Function of the system. W (f , t) is expressed as:
W (f , t) = rect(
f − f0
B
)rect(
t
Tobs
) (2.31)
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while w(τ, ν) is
w(τ, ν) = BTobssinc(τB)sinc(tTobs)e
j2pif0τ (2.32)
where sinc(x) = sin(pix)
pix
. The resolution in the delay time/Doppler dimensions can
be derived from the system PSF, i.e. from w(τ, ν). By picking the first null of
both the sinc functions in the two directions we obtain: ∆τ = 1B∆ν = 1Tobs (2.33)
The target ISAR image in the range/cross-range dimensions can be derived from
eq. (2.30) by inverting eq. (2.29), which is a scaling operation: y1 = c2f0Ωeff νy2 = c2τ (2.34)
The spatial resolution can then be written as: ∆y1 = c2f0ΩeffTobs∆y2 = c2B (2.35)
It is clear from eq.(2.34) that the range coordinate can directly be obtained from
the delay time. Conversely, the cross-range coordinate require the knowledge of the
effective rotation vector, which is typically unknown. In fact, the effective rotation
vector strongly depends on the target motion. The target motion is unknown in
usual operating scenarios where the target is non-cooperative. By referring at the
chosen system geometry as depicted in Figure 2.6, it is worth pointing out that
Ωeff is the projection on the plane orthogonal to the LoS of the total rotation
vector ΩT :
Ωeff (t) = y2× | ΩT (t)× y2 | (2.36)
Therefore the cross-range axis y1 can be written as:
y1 = y2 ×Ωeff (2.37)
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If the effective rotation vector Ωeff is constant during the observation time, it
is possible to define the image plane as a plane that the effective rotation vector
is normal to, and the LOS unit vector lies in [1]. It is clear that unknown Ωeff
implies unknown image plane (y1, y2). It should be noticed that the effective
rotation vector eq. (2.37) is not dependant on t. This is because the assumption
of constant Ωeff in Tobs holds.
To scale the image along the cross-range dimension the effective rotation vector
must be estimated. This represents a great challenge in the ISAR processing. It
is important to underline that the spatial resolution in the cross-range direction
become finer as the aspect angle variation increase. However, the range-Doppler
technique rely on the hypothesis of small angle variation. As a consequence, this
assumption defines the upper bound in the cross-range resolution that can be
achieved with this algorithm.
To conclude, ISAR image processing allow to obtain high resolution images of
non-cooperative targets. Typically, a target ISAR image is formed in the time de-
lay/Doppler frequency domain by means of the Range Doppler technique. Several
assumptions have been made:
• Straight iso-range approximation
• Small aspect angle variation
• Constant target’s rotation vector
The following issues must be taken into consideration:
• ISAR images are the 2D projection of a 3D object onto a plane, namely the
Image Projection Plane.
• The effective rotation vector depends on the target motion, which is typically
unknown. Ωeff is not known a priori and consequently the image plane as
well. As a result, the target projection shown in the image is unknown,
leading to a difficult interpretation of the ISAR image.
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• The Point Spread Function (PSF), which defines the imaging system re-
sponse,is not known a priori.
• The cross-range resolution is not known a priori. The image cannot be scaled
from the time delay/Doppler frequency domain to the range/cross-range co-
ordinates unless some parameters are estimated. It should be mentioned that
the scaling process in crucial in may applications, for example to determine
the size of the target.
• In a real scenario both the variables in the signal domain (f, t) and in the
image domain (τ, ν) are discrete variables. ambiguity in the ISAR image
space can be generated by the sampling interval of the spatial frequencies.
A non-ambiguity region can be identified. Any target bigger than the non-
ambiguity region will be seen as ”folded” in the image. The size of the non
ambiguity function along the cross-range direction depends on the unknown
value of Ωeff . Consequently, is very difficult to predict the target size along
the cross-range dimension.
The ISAR image formation chain is summarised in Figure 2.10.
Range
Compression
Motion
Compensation
2D-IFT Image Scaling
 tts fR ,  tfSR ,  21,YYSR   ,I  21, yyI
Figure 2.10: ISAR image processing block diagram
2.6.1 Image Contrast Based Autofocus
Autofocus algorithms can be classified as parametric and non-parametric [22].
Among the parametric techniques, the Image Contrast Based Autofocus (ICBA)
is described here. Such a technique is based on the idea that ISAR images will be
more focused as the value of IC increases [23].
The ICBA is essentially organized in two main steps:
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1. Preliminary estimation of the focusing parameters
These are provided by an initialization technique that makes use of the radon
transform (RT) and of a semi-exhaustive search.
2. Estimation refinement
This is obtained by maximizing is the Image Contrast function.[23]
By estimating the motion parameters, the term R0(t) responsible for image dis-
tortions is removed.
Usually verified hypothesis are relatively small observation time and relatively
smooth target motions. Under this assumptions, the residual distance between
the radar and the target can be expressed by mean of an Lth order polynomial as
follows:
R0(t) =
L∑
l=0
1
l!
ωlt
l (2.38)
where ωl represents the focusing parameters. It is clear from eq (2.38) that the
term R0(t) can be estimated throughout the estimation of the focusing parameters
as:
ωˆ = arg
(
max
ω
[IC(ω)]
)
(2.39)
where ω = [ω1, ω2, · · · , ωL]T .
As preaviously mentioned, the function IC gives a measure of the image focusing.
It represents the normalized effective power of the image intensity and can be
espressed as follows:
IC(ω) =
√
A{[I(τ, ν;ω)− A{I(τ, ν;ω)}]2}
A{I(τ, ν;ω)} (2.40)
In which
• A [·] denotes the expectation operator
• I(τ, ν;ω) is the ISAR image magnitude or intensity (power) after the target’s
translational motion compensation by using ω as focusing parameters
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.
I(τ, ν;ω) can be written as:
I(τ, ν;ω) =
∣∣∣∣2D − FT [SR(f, t) exp j 4pifc R0(ω, t)
]∣∣∣∣p (2.41)
where p = 1 and p = 2 denote the image amplitude and the image intensity
respectively. The term R0(ω, t) is the radial motion model evaluated with the ω
motion parameters. When the image is focused correctly, the contrast is hight and
each scatterer is represented as a pronounced peak in the ISAR image. Conversely,
in the case of a defocused image, the image intensity levels are concentrated around
the mean value and the contrast is low.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter the ISAR signal processing theory has been recalled. The main
differences between SAR and ISAR have been analysed. The main issues related
to the ISAR processing have been emphasized in order to put the attention on the
gaps that will be filled in this thesis. The monostatic received signal model has
been described. This will be used in the next chapters and extended for a multi-
channel system. Finally, the processing to form a conventional 2D ISAR image has
been illustrated. This will be used to describe the novel 3D ISAR image formation
techniques presented in this thesis.

Chapter 3
3D Interferometric ISAR Imaging
3.1 Introduction
Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar is a technique to form electromagnetic images of
non-cooperative targets [24] [25]. The conventional output of the ISAR processing
is a 2D image of objects, obtained by projecting the 3D target’s reflectivity func-
tion onto an image plane, namely the Image Projection Plane. The image plane
orientation strongly depends on the radar-target geometry and dynamics, which
are typically unknown. As a consequence, such projection is unknown a priori.
This often results in a difficult interpretation of an ISAR image. As an example,
sensible tasks such as target classification or recognition by using ISAR images
may be difficult to apply if the projection of the target cannot be predicted. It
is possible to find in literature some techniques to estimate the orientation of the
image projection plane [26]. However, the applicability of such techniques are to
be yet proven, as well as their effectiveness. A drastic solution to this problem is
to process the received signal to form 3D ISAR images. This approach has the
advantage of completely overcoming the issue of the unknown projection. Several
methods to form 3D ISAR images can be found in the literature that attempt to
address this problem. Among this methods, a first approach is to form 3D ISAR
images by using single sensor ISAR image sequences [27] [28]. The 3D position
37
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of each target scattering center can be estimated throughout a set of view an-
gles produced by 3D target motions. Even though the use of a single sensor is
a cost-effective solution, the drawback is that this approach relies on long target
observation time intervals and on a 3D structure of the target’s motions [29]. An-
other approach exploits the interferometric principles and makes use of multiple
sensors [30] [21] [31] [32]. The interferometric approach does nor require long ob-
servation time intervals and 3D target motions but is based on the assumption
that each resolution cell a single scatterer.
In this chapter, the problem of 3D target reconstruction is addressed and solved
by using a method that makes use of multiple sensors and interferometry. The ori-
entation of the ISAR image plane is recovered by estimating the target’s effective
rotation vector (modulus and phase). The knowledge of the image plane com-
pletely eliminates the problem of image interpretation. Moreover, the knowledge
of the effective rotation vector allows for cross-range scaling and consequently the
target can be sized along the range/cross-range coordinates.
The developed mathematics allow to retrieve the height of each scatterer that
composes the target with respect to the image plane by means of the effective
rotation vector estimation. The 3D ISAR image of the target is then obtained
and the object is fully sized along the three dimensions. This opens the door for a
wider range of applications. Firstly, target classification and recognition can now
be applied. Scondly, other applications as traffic harbour/air control, collision
avoidance etc. can makes use of ISAR images.
A partial theoretical foundation of this approach has been introduced in [30] [21].
Nevertheless, some critical aspects such as the scattering center extraction and the
3D reconstruction alignment are still unclear and need to be faced.
This chapter aims at describing the 3D-Interferometric ISAR imaging processing
by paying particular attention to the above mentioned problems. The scattering
center extraction from an ISAR image is a crucial step as it allows to greatly
compress the target information and consequently reduce the computation burden.
The Interferometric processing carries out the 3D reconstruction by locating the
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extracted dominant scatterers in a 3D space. The scattering center extraction is
performed by applying an extended version of the CLEAN technique [33], namely
the Multichannel CLEAN technique (MC-CLEAN).
Simulated and real data were used to evaluate and confirm the effectiveness of the
proposed technique. Results of the simulated data will be detailed in Chapter 4
while the real data analysis will be carried out in Chapter 5.
The multichannel received signal model is discussed in Section 3.2, the Multichan-
nel CLEAN technique is defined in Section 3.3 and the 3D target reconstruction
technique is detailed in 3.4.
3.2 Multi-channel Received Signal Model
The goal of this section is to define the system geometry and to derive the signal
model.
3.2.1 System geometry
1
3
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AV
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Figure 3.1: ISAR system geometry
Consider a system composed of three antennas located at points AVξ, ACξ and
AHξ. The antennas lie on a horizontal and a vertical baseline respectively, as
shown in Figure 3.1. In the chosen geometry, the three antennas are both trans-
mitting and receiving. It should be mentioned that such a configuration would
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require the use of orthogonal codes in order to separate the three channels. A
discussion on 3D Colocated MIMO InISAR systems will be carried out in Chapter
8. The use of one transmitter and a number of co-located receivers with equal
effectiveness may represent a more cost-effective solution.
Briefly recalling the geometry described in Section 2.5, three reference systems
must be defined: the reference system Tξ embedded in the radar system, the time-
varying reference system Tx embedded in the target and the reference system Ty
defined as Tx at t = 0. The reference system Tx is time varying since the effective
rotation vector changes its orientation in time. Having to deal with three reference
systems, points in the 3D space will be denoted by using a subscript according to
the specific reference system coordinates, e.g. ACξ and ACx are the same point
expressed with the reference system coordinates Tξ and Tx respectively.
The origin of the reference system Tξ corresponds to array phase centre. The axis
ξ2 is chosen to be aligned with the radar Line Of Sight (LOS) while ξ1 and ξ3
correspond to the horizontal and vertical baselines respectively.
The plane (x1, x2) defines the imaging plane and its axes correspond to the cross-
range and range coordinates. The axis x2 is aligned with ξ2 while x3 with Ωeff (t).
Finally, the target is assumed a rigid body composed of M point-like scatterers
with complex amplitude ρ. The position at time t = 0 for a generic scatterer,
defined in Ty, is denoted by Py = [y1, y2, y3].
3.2.2 Received signal modeling
Let denote the analytical signal associated with a wide-band transmitted pulse as
sT (t). As derived in Chapter 2 and according to [34], the spectrum of the time-
varying spatial multichannel received signal relative to an ideal point scatterer, in
free space conditions, can be written as follows:
S
(i)
R (f, t) = ρ
(i) exp
{
−j 4pif
c
R
(i)
0 (t)
}
exp
{
−j 4pif
c
[
Py · i(i)LOSy (t)
]}
·W (f , t)
(3.1)
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where
W (f , t) = rect
[
t
Tobs
]
· rect
[
f − f0
B
]
(3.2)
is the domain where the two-dimensional Fourier Transform (2D-FT) of the re-
flectivity function is defined and:
• f0 is the carrier frequency
• B is the transmitted signal bandwidth
• Tobs is the observation time
• R(i)0 (t) is the modulus of vector R(i)0 (t) which locates the position of focusing
point O
• i(i)LOSξ(t) is the LOS unit vector of R0(t) expressed with respect to Tξ
• ρ(i) is the reflectivity function
• i ∈ {AV,AC,AH}
The reflectivity functions ρ(i) can be assumed identical when the baselines are
short compared to the radar-target distance, i.e. ρ(i) = ρ. The function rect(x) is
equal to 1 for |x| < 0.5, otherwise 0.
The radial movement of the focusing point O generates the phase term e( −
j 4pif
c
R0(t)). This must be removed by motion compensation techniques.
The received signal after motion compensation can be written as follows:
S
(i)
R (f, t) = ρ exp
{
−j 4pif
c
[
Px(t) · i(i)LOSx(t)
]}
W (f , t) (3.3)
where
• i(i)LOSx(t) is the LOS unit vector expressed with respect to Tx
• Px(t) · i(i)LOSx(t) is a scalar product expressing the distance between the focus-
ing point O and the projection of the scatterer onto the LoS
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It is important to underline that Px(t) · i(i)LOSx(t) is invariant with respect to the
chosen reference system. As a consequence, the scalar product in (3.1) can be
rewritten in the Tx reference system as shown in (3.3).
Assuming that the rotation vector is constant during the overall observation time,
i.e. ΩT (t) ∼= ΩT for | t |< Tobs, the image plane can be considered fixed with
respect to Tξ and the position of the target’s point scatterer Px(t) can be calculated
by solving the following differential equation system: P˙x(t) = ΩT ×Px(t)Px(0) = Py (3.4)
where the position of the scatterer is referred to as the Tx reference system.
As derived in Chapter 2 (eq. (2.12)-(2.15)), the resulting closed form solution with
the term Px(t) approximated by its first-order Taylor series around t = 0 is shown
as follows [19–21]:
Px(t) ∼= a + b + ct = Py + ct (3.5)
This approximation ensures constant Doppler frequency of each scatterer. The
Range-Doppler technique can then be applied to form the 2D ISAR image of a
target [25] [34] [35] by using of a 2D-FT.
The rotation of the reference system Tx of an angle φ with respect to Tξ is described
by the matrix Mξx, which is defined as follows:
Mξx =

cosφ 0 sinφ
0 1 0
− sinφ 0 cosφ
 (3.6)
By means of the rotation matrixMξx, the LOS unit vectors i
(i)
LOSx
(t) can be written
as the normalized difference between the positions of each sensor and the origin
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of Tx:
iAVLOSx(t) ,
Px(t)−AVx(t)
|Px(t)−AVx(t)| =
[
−dV sinφ√
R0(t)2+d2V
R0(t)√
R0(t)2+d2V
−dV cosφ√
R0(t)2+d2V
]
iACLOSx(t) ,
Px(t)−ACx(t)
|Px(t)−ACx(t)| =
[
0 1 0
]
(3.7)
iAHLOSx(t) ,
Px(t)−AHx(t)
|Px(t)−AHx(t)| =
[
−dH cosφ√
R0(t)2+d2H
R0(t)√
R0(t)2+d2H
dH sinφ√
R0(t)2+d2H
]
where AVx(t), ACx(t) and AHx(t) are the positions of the antennas with re-
spect to Tx and dV and dH denote the vertical and horizontal baseline lengths,
respectively.
Therefore, the scalar product in (3.3) can be written as [35]:
Px(t) · iAVLOSx(t) ∼= (Py + ct) · iAVLOSx(t) =
= (y1 + c1t)
(
−dV sinφ√
R0(t)2+d2V
)
+ (y2 + c2t)
(
R0(t)√
R0(t)2+d2V
)
+ (y3 + c3t)
(
−dV cosφ√
R0(t)2+d2V
)
∼=
∼= y2 + c2t− dVR0 [(y1 + c1t) sinφ+ (y3 + c3t) cosφ] = KAV0 +KAV1 t
(3.8)
where
KAV0 , y2 −
dV
R0
(y1 sinφ+ y3 cosφ) (3.9)
KAV1 , c2 −
dV
R0
(c1 sinφ+ c3 cosφ) (3.10)
The approximation R0(t) ∼= R0(0) = R0 is assumed acceptable for a small obser-
vation time. The terms
√
R0(t)2 + d2V and
√
R0(t)2 + d2H are approximated as R0.
The parameters c1, c2 and c3 are the three components of the vector c introduced
in (2.13).
Equivalently, we can calculate the scalar products for the other two elements, as
follows:
Px(t) · iACLOSx(t) ∼= KAC0 +KAC1 t (3.11)
Px(t) · iAHLOSx(t) ∼= KAH0 +KAH1 t (3.12)
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with
KAC0 , y2 (3.13)
KAC1 , c2 (3.14)
KAH0 , y2 +
dH
R0
(y3 sinφ− y1 cosφ) (3.15)
KAH1 , c2 +
dH
R0
(c3 sinφ− c1 cosφ) (3.16)
By substituting the scalar products of (3.8), (3.11) and (3.12) into (3.3), the
received signal model can be written as follows:
S
(i)
R (f, t) = ρ exp
{
−j 4pif
c
[
K
(i)
0 +K
(i)
1 t
]}
W (f , t) =
= ρ exp
{
−j 4pifK
(i)
1
c
t
}
rect
(
t
Tobs
)
exp
{
−j 4piK
(i)
0
c
f
}
rect
(
f−f0
B
) (3.17)
According to the RD technique, the polar Fourier domain in which the signal is
defined can be approximated by a rectangular window. As a result, the frequency f
in the term exp
{
−j 4pifK
(i)
1
c
t
}
in (3.17) can be substituted by the central frequency
f0. After the application of a 2D-FT , the analytical form of the complex ISAR
image in the delay-time (τ) and Doppler (ν) domain can be obtained. The result
is shown in (3.18).
I(i)(τ, ν) = RDf→τ
t→ν
{
S
(i)
R (f, t)
}
= BTobsρe
j2pif0
(
τ− 2
c
K
(i)
0
)
sinc
[
Tobs
(
ν +
2f0
c
K
(i)
1
)]
sinc
[
B
(
τ − 2
c
K
(i)
0
)]
(3.18)
where sinc(x) = sin(pix)
pix
and RDf→τ
t→ν
{·} indicates the operation of image formation
by means of the Range-Doppler approach.
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3.3 Multi-Channel CLEAN technique
The CLEAN technique is a method for scattering center extraction. It performs
the extraction of target features such as position and complex amplitude of dom-
inant scatterers. Having to deal with a multichannel system composed by three
antennas, the single channel CLEAN technique were modified [33]. A first modi-
fication of the single channel CLEAN was proposed by [36] where the Polarimet-
ric CLEAN (Pol-CLEAN) technique was presented. The Multi-Channel CLEAN
(MC-CLEAN) presented in this thesis adopt a similar concept as the Pol-CLEAN,
but it is extended to ISAR images obtained from a spatial multi-channel radar
configuration. This represents the major innovation of the proposed MC-CLEAN
algorithm.
3.3.1 Signal separation
As previously mentioned, the Range-Doppler technique can be applied if the
Fourier domain in which the reflectivity function is defined can be approximated
with a rectangular window. As a consequence, the spatial frequencies can be as-
sumed independent variables and the received signal model in (3.17) can be written
as the product of two terms, one depends on the slow time (t) and one depends
on the frequency (f), as follows:
S
(i)
R (f, t)
∼= S(i)1 (t)S(i)2 (f) =
= ρ exp
{
−j 4pif0K
(i)
1
c
t
}
rect
(
t
Tobs
)
exp
{
−j 4piK
(i)
0
c
f
}
rect
(
f − f0
B
)
(3.19)
The two components S
(i)
1 (t) and S
(i)
2 (f) can be expressed as follows:
S
(i)
1 (t) = A
(i)
1 exp
(
j2pi
(
η + fdt+
µ
2
t2
))
rect
(
t
Tobs
)
S
(i)
2 (f) = A
(i)
2 exp (j2pifτ0) rect
(
f−f0
B
)
ρ(i) = A
(i)
1 A
(i)
2
∼= ρ
(3.20)
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where fd is the Doppler frequency, µ is the chirp rate, and τ0 is the time delay
associated with the scattering center. It is worth noting that the chirp rate µ is
related to the signal model, which accounts for a quadratic radial motion.
3.3.2 Feature extraction
The MC-CLEAN is an iterative technique and mainly performs four main steps:
• locating the brightest scattering center, namely the dominant scatterer, in
one of the multichannel ISAR images;
• recovering its coordinates in the time delay-Doppler image plane (τ ∗, ν∗);
• removing it from all ISAR images;
• extracting the next dominant scatterer;
It is worth pointing out that the CLEAN technique estimates the selected scat-
terers PSF and subtract it from the ISAR image in order to remove the scattering
centres.
Denote I(i) (τ, ν) as the ISAR image reconstructed by the ith receiver.
The dominant scatterer is found within the three images. The parameters τ ∗, ν∗
and i∗ that correspond to the range index, the Doppler index and the index of the
image that contains the dominant scatterer, are extracted by means of:
(τ ∗, ν∗, i∗) = arg max
(τ,ν,i)
{∣∣I(i) (τ, ν)∣∣} (3.21)
with τ ∈ {1, 2, ..., P}, ν ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} and where P and N are the number of
range and Doppler bins.
Once i∗ has been found, its contribution for the other two spatial channels of
I(i) (τ, ν) must be estimated to avoid reselecting the same scatterer at the next
iteration and to delete it from each channel.
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By referring to S
(i)
1 (t) in (3.20), the parameters A
(i)
1 , fd and µ are firstly estimated.
The constant η does not affect the shape of the PSF, then can be neglected.
Assuming that the PSF is the same for all the ISAR images, the scattering center
deletion can be performed in a single channel and then be applied to the remaining
channels by adjusting the corresponding A
(i)
1 parameter. Such a deletion is per-
formed by making use of a cost function that depends only on the absolute value
of the range profile, consequently ensuring to handle the optimization problem in
the real domain. It is important to highlight that only the magnitude
∣∣∣A(i)1 ∣∣∣ of A(i)1
must be estimated at this stage. Conversely, the phase component is estimated
separately and directly in the image domain.
According to [36], the following optimization problem can be stated:
{
fˆd, µˆ,
∣∣∣Aˆi∗1 ∣∣∣} = arg min
(fd,µ,|Ai∗1 |)
{
Edi∗
(
fd, µ,
∣∣Ai∗1 ∣∣)} , (3.22)
where Edi∗ =
∫ |di∗ (ν)|2 dν is the energy of a Doppler section in the i∗th spatial
channel, with di∗(ν) =
∣∣I(i∗) (τ ∗, ν)∣∣ − ∣∣∣S(i∗)1 (ν)∣∣∣ and S(i∗)1 (ν) = FTt→ν {S(i∗)1 (t)}
where the FTt→ν{·} operator implements the Fourier Transform.
The procedure to estimate the frequency component of the PSF follows similar
steps. In fact, the parameters τ0 and A
i
2 are estimated as:
{
τˆ0,
∣∣∣Aˆi∗2 ∣∣∣} = arg min
(τ0,|Ai∗2 |)
{
Egi∗
(
τ0,
∣∣Ai∗2 ∣∣)} , (3.23)
where Egi∗ =
∫ |dgi∗ (τ)|2 dτ is the energy of a time-delay section in the i∗th spatial
channel, with gi∗(τ) =
∣∣I(i∗) (τ, ν∗)∣∣− ∣∣∣S(i∗)2 (τ)∣∣∣ and S(i∗)2 (τ) = IFTf→τ {S(i∗)2 (f)}
where the IFTf→τ{·} operator implements the Inverse Fourier Transform.
The solution of the optimization problem in (3.22) and (3.23) is achieved by using
genetic algorithms [37].
The scattering center PSF in the ith spatial channel is computed as follows:
I
(i)
PSF (τ, ν) =
∣∣∣2D−FTf→τ
t→ν
{
Sˆ
(i)
1 (t)Sˆ
(i)
2 (f)
}∣∣∣∠ (I(i)(τ, ν)) . (3.24)
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where the phase extracted from the ISAR image is multiplied by the 2D-FT of the
product of the estimates of the time and frequency components.
Then, at each iteration, the scattering center must be deleted from the ISAR image
by using eq. (3.25) in order to extract the following dominant scattering centre:
I
(i)
k+1(τ, ν) = I
(i)
k (τ, ν)− I(i)PSFk(τ, ν). (3.25)
where k denotes a generic iteration.
When the scatter have been removed, the estimation of the PSF is achieved by
minimizing the image energy.
The MC-CLEAN stops when the residual energy in the ISAR image at the kth
iteration is lower than a pre-set threshold Γ. The threshold Γ is usually chosen
as a percentage F of the initial energy and depends on the energy content and on
the SNR of the initial ISAR image as follows: (3.26):
Γ = FE(I(τ,ν))
SNR
SNR + 1
(3.26)
where E(I(τ,ν)) =
∑3
i=1E
(I(i)(τ,ν)), with E(I
(i)(τ,ν)) =
∫∫ |I(i)(τ, ν)|2dτ dν.
The iterations stop when E
(I(τ,ν))
k
SNR
SNR+1
< Γ.
The block diagram of the MC-CLEAN technique is shown in Figure 3.2 .
3.4 Three-dimensional target reconstruction
The height of each scatterer with respect to the image plane depends on the angle
φ and on the interferometric phases measured from two orthogonal baselines, as
described in [21]. Due to the short baseline lengths compared to the radar-target
distance, it is acceptable to assume that the ISAR images obtained from the
three sensors show the same image projection plane. However, the length of the
baselines have to be chosen carefully in order to maximise the system performances
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Figure 3.2: MC-CLEAN block diagram.
and, above all, in order to obtain an unambiguous altitude measurement. It can be
demonstrated [38][39] that the phase difference between the return echoes received
by the orthogonal antennas along either the vertical or the horizontal baselines is
a periodic function with period 2pi. Thus, the height estimation is unambiguous
if the baseline lengths satisfy the following upper bounds:
dH ≤ λR0
2hH
, dV ≤ λR0
2hV
(3.27)
where dH and dV are the the baseline length along the vertical and the horizontal
direction. hH and hV are the projections of the scatterer with the maximum height
onto the imaging plane and λ = c
f0
is the wavelength.
It is worth mentioning that non ambiguous phase measurements are needed to
estimate scatterer’s heights. In fact, the phase drift loose its continuity after
the scattering extraction process and consequently the phase unwrapping is not
possible.
As discussed in [38], it would be important to have a long baseline in order to
minimize phase error measurement. Equivalently, short baselines would be desir-
able in order to minimize the view angle. Then, it is fundamental to dimension
the system in order to achieve a trade-off between these conflicting requirements.
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3.4.1 Joint estimation of the angle φ and Ωeff
The received signals can be used to compute the phase differences at the peak of
the sinc functions in (3.18) for the horizontal and vertical configurations:
4θV = 4pi
c
f0
(
KAC0 −KAV0
)
=
4pi
c
f0
dV (y1 sinφ+ y3 cosφ)
R0
(3.28)
4θH = 4pi
c
f0
(
KAC0 −KAH0
)
=
4pi
c
f0
dH (y1 cosφ− y3 sinφ)
R0
(3.29)
The point Py (Px(0)) is firstly mapped onto the point Pξ = [y1ξ, y2ξ, y3ξ] from the
reference system Tx to the reference system Tξ at t = 0:
Pξ = M
−1
ξx ·Px(0)T = M−1ξx ·PTy (3.30)
where the symbol (·)T is the transpose operator.
At this stage we have obtained the analytical expression of its coordinates with
respect to Tξ.
By substituting (3.30) in (3.28)-(3.29) the phase differences 4θV and 4θH can be
rewritten as a function of the coordinates y3ξ and y1ξ respectively. After inverting
the obtained equations, these coordinates can be expressed as a function of the
phase differences:
4θV = 4pi
c
f0
dV y3ξ
R0
⇒ y3ξ = c
4pif0
R0
dV
4θV (3.31)
4θH = 4pi
c
f0
dHy1ξ
R0
⇒ y1ξ = c
4pif0
R0
dH
4θH (3.32)
Finally, the coordinates of Py can be expressed in the Tx reference system by
remapping the coordinates from Tξ to Tx as follows:
Py = Mξx ·PTξ (3.33)
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Among the three components, y3 corresponds to the height of the scatterer with
respect to the image plane. The component y3 can be expressed as a function of
the phase differences and the angle φ as follows:
y3 = y3ξ cosφ− y1ξ sinφ = c
4pif0
R0
(4θV
dV
cosφ− 4θH
dH
sinφ
)
(3.34)
Furthermore, Ωeff and φ can be jointly estimated by expressing the term c in
equation (2.13) with respect to the reference system Tx:
c = ΩT ×Py ⇒ c2 = y1Ωeff (3.35)
where ΩT = (0,ΩT2,Ωeff ), Ωeff is the modulus of Ωeff and ΩT2 is the coordinate
of ΩT along the x2 axis. It should be pointed out that this result originate from
the selection of Tx. In fact, this reference system is chosen in order to have the x3
and x2 axes aligned with Ωeff and the LoS respectively. Furthermore, it is clear
that Ωeff is the component that takes into account the actual target rotation. In
fact, ΩT2 is alinged with the LoS and consequently does not produce any aspect
angle changes. Thus, the first component ΩT1 must be zero.
Another way to express the term c2 by taking into account the Doppler component
as follows:
νAC , −2f0
c
KAC1
∼= −2f0
c
c2 ⇒ c2 = −νAC c
2f0
(3.36)
After some algebra we obtain:
νAC = −R0Ωeff
2pi
(4θH
dH
cosφ+
4θV
dV
sinφ
)
(3.37)
As a result, equation (3.37) can be rewritten by considering only the contribution
due to the kth scatterer as follows:
Zk = aYk + bXk (3.38)
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where Z , νAC , Y , − R02pidH4θH , X , − R02pidV 4θV , a , Ωeff cosφ and b ,
Ωeff sinφ.
The term Zk corresponds to the Doppler value of the k
th scatterer relative to
the central receiver. Therefore, the interferometric phases are calculated from the
matrices 4θH and 4θV only in the scatterers location as identified by the CLEAN
processing, i.e their range/Doppler bins. In this way, the terms Xk, Yk and Zk are
real values and equation (3.38) represents the equation of a plane.
Then, the estimates of Ωeff and φ can be calculated throughout the estimation of
a and b [40]. This can be done by evaluating the regression plane, that is the plane
that minimizes the sum of the square distances of the points Pk = (Xk, Yk, Zk)
from the plane itself.
The problem can be mathematically solved by minimizing the function:
Ψ (a, b) =
M∑
k=1
[Zk − (aYk + bXk)]2 (3.39)
Finally, the estimation of Ωeff and φ can be derived from the estimates a˜ and b˜
as described below:
Ωˆeff =
√
a˜2 + b˜2
φˆ = arctan
(
b˜
a˜
) (3.40)
Figure 3.3 summarises the step to be performed in order to obtain a 3D image
of the target, The signal received from the three antennas is compensated by
using the Multichannel Image Contrast Based Algorithm (M-ICBA). Then, the
scattering centres are extracted from the ISAR images by using the Multichannel
CLEAN (MC-CLEAN) technique. The inter-element phase differences are used to
jointly estimate the effective rotation vector and the altitude of the scatterers with
respect to the image plane. Finally, the 3D spatial coordinates of the scattering
centres are used to form a 3D image of the moving target.
It worth noticing that the M-ICBA must be applied to focus the ISAR images
from different spatial channels with respect to the same focusing point on the
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Figure 3.3: 3D reconstruction processing flowchart
target. This step is necessary to achieve the correct 3D reconstruction. In the
considered scenario, the receiving antennas lies on a plane orthogonal to the LoS
and the radar-target distance is much grater that the baseline lengths. For these
reasons, it is acceptable to assume that the distortions in all the three ISAR images
are caused by the same phase term. Under these hypotheses, it can be applied
the standard ICBA described in Section 2.6.1 to a reference channel. Then, the
same focusing parameters can be applied to the ISAR images formed by the other
receivers.
In this case, the function IC for the AC receiver can be expressed as follows:
IC(vr, ar) =
√
A{[IAC(τ, ν; vr, ar)− A{IAC(τ, ν; vr, ar)}]2}
A{IAC(τ, ν; vr, ar)}
(3.41)
in which IAC is the ISAR image formed at the AC receiver, vr and ar represent
the focusing parameters corresponding to the radial speed and acceleration. Thus,
the optimization problem to be solved becomes:
(vˆr, aˆr) = arg
(
max
vr ar
[IC(vr, ar)]
)
(3.42)
As previously stated, the estimates of the motion parameters are supposed to be
the same for all the spatial channels. Then, focusing parameters of the AC receiver
can be used to focus the ISAR images formed at the other receivers.
It is worth pointing out that in operating scenarios where the above mentioned
conditions are not met, other multistatic autofocusing algorithm must be applied
as the one described in [41].
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter a 3D target reconstruction method that makes used of a novel
scattering centre extraction (MC-CLEAN) has been detailed. This method makes
use of a multi-channel interferometric ISAR system which is composed of three
TX/RX antennas lying on two orthogonal baselines with an L-shape.
The dominant scatterers, within the three ISAR images, are extracted by means
of the MC-CLEAN technique. The Multichannel CLEAN technique provides the
scattering centres range-Doppler position.
The analytical expressions for calculating the height of the extracted point scat-
terers (w.r.t the IPP) is derived by means of a joint estimation of the effective
rotation vector magnitude and the angle φ. This allows for the reconstruction of
the 3D shape of the target.
Chapter 4
3D Interferometric ISAR
Performance Analysis
4.1 Introduction
Simulated and real data were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the 3D recon-
struction technique described in Chapter 3.
In this chapter, simulated data results are presented and evaluated through the
developed performance analysis procedure, which is detailed in 4.2.
Simulated data are obtained by generating the backscattered signal from two point-
like scatterer models. Several scenarios have been produced to test the proposed
algorithm by varying the target’s motion and the system geometry. The target
3D reconstruction is accomplished by applying perfect motion compensation. For
the purpose of verifying the efficiency of the algorithm, it is important to align
the 3D cloud of points with respect to a pre-set reference system. This operation
is fundamental as it allows reconstructed targets to be compared directly with the
target’s models.
First, Section 4.2 will introduce the performance analysis mathematics. Then,
Section 4.3 will detail the results of three significant simulations.
55
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4.2 Performance analysis
Several numerical simulations have been run in order to evaluate the performances
of the interferometric 3D reconstruction method. Gaussian noise has been added
to the raw data to introduce a given SNR in the data domain.
Firstly, it is essential a realignment process between the model, which is expressed
with respect to Ty, and the reconstructed target, which is expressed with respect to
the image plane. This step allows to compare each scatterer of the reconstructed
target with each scatterer of the reference model. For this reason, the model is
rotated to align its heading to the assigned trajectory. Then the reconstructed tar-
get is rotated to align the image plane to the horizontal plane where the reference
model is expressed.
Secondly, each scatterer of the 3D reconstructed target is assigned to the corre-
spondent scatterer of the model via a soft assignment technique.
Finally, the algorithm performances are evaluated throughout chosen performance
indicators.
The performance analysis block diagram is shown in Figure 4.1.
Signed Error
Mean Error
Stand. Dev.
Scatterers
Realignment
Soft 
Assignment
Performance 
Parameters
Performance Analysis
Figure 4.1: Performance analaysis flowchart
4.2.1 Scatterers realignment
1. Rotation of the model along the trajectory
The model is rotated along the trajectory by using the rotation matrix Rt
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as follows:
Crt = Rt ·Cm
Rt = Rµ ·Rν ·Rφ
(4.1)
where Cm is a 3 × M matrix expressing the coordinates of the model;
Rµ,Rν and Rξ describe the yaw, pitch and roll rotation matrices respec-
tively. Finally, the matrix Crt describes the three-dimensional coordinates
of the model rotated along the trajectory.
2. Image plane rotation
The reconstructed target is rotated to align the image plane to the horizontal
plane by means of the rotation matrixM−1ξx and the estimated rotation angle
φˆ.
4.2.2 Soft assignment
The proposed soft assignment method is based on a Probabilistic Least Squares
(PLS) approach [42][43]. Each scatterer of the model is associated to each recon-
structed scatterer by means of a soft assignment procedure. This procedure assigns
a probability to these associations by using weighting coefficients. The sum of all
possible assignments for a given scatterer adds to the unity. The optimization
problem is given by:
αˆ = arg {min {J (α)}} (4.2)
where
J (α) =
M∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
αi,kε
T
i,kεi,kαi,k (4.3)
is the cost function; K is the number of the extracted scattering centers and εi,k is
the euclidean distance between the ith scatterer of the model and the kth scatterer
of the reconstructed target; The M ×K matrix α containing the soft assignments
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can be expressed as:
α =

α1,1 · · · α1,K
...
...
...
... αi,k
...
...
...
...
αM,1 · · · αM,K

(4.4)
Each element of the matrix αi,k denotes the probability that the k
th extracted
scatterer belongs to the ith model’s scatterer and is written as follows: αi,k =
(εTi,kεi,k)
−1∑M
p=1(εTp,kεp,k)
−1 ,∑M
i=1 αi,k = 1 ∀k = 1, . . . , K
(4.5)
Finally, each scatterer of the reconstructed target is assigned to the model’s scat-
terer with the highest αi,k.
4.2.3 Performance indicators
Two different types of errors must be taken into into account that could affect the
results: the assignment error and the scatterers height estimation error.
The assignment error is related to the identification of unreliable assignments. An
unreliable assignment is declared when a scatterer’s height error h is greater than
a fixed threshold Λ, which is expressed as follows:
Λ = E [¯h (s)] + γ · σεh (4.6)
where E[·] denotes the expectation operator considering all the S Monte Carlo
runs of the simulation. The term ¯h (s) is defined as follows:
¯h (s) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
h (k, s) (4.7)
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The height error of the kth scatterer at the sth Monte Carlo step is defined as:
h (k, s) = |hm (k, s)− hr (k, s)| (4.8)
where hm (k, s) and hr (k, s) are the heights related to the model and to the re-
constructed target respectively. The variable σεh is the standard deviation of h
whereas γ ∈ R is a parameter that can vary to empirically adjust the threshold Λ.
When all the unreliable assignments are discarded, the scatterers height estimation
error is performed using the same procedure.
The mean error on the estimated values of the rotation angle φˆ and the effective
rotation vector Ωˆeff are computed as follows:
E[Ω(s)] =
1
S
S∑
s=1
Ω(s) (4.9)
and
E[φ(s)] =
1
S
S∑
s=1
φ(s) (4.10)
where E[·] is the expectation operator. The parameters Ω(s) and φ(s) are defined
as follows:
Ω(s) =
∣∣∣Ωˆeff (s)− Ωeff ∣∣∣ (4.11)
φ(s) =
∣∣∣φˆ(s)− φ∣∣∣ (4.12)
where Ωeff and φ are a priori known.
4.3 Simulation results
Several simulations have been run. The main significant simulations are reported
here to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method. The simulations consist
on a target moving along a given trajectory defined by the roll, pitch and yaw
directions. The target motions are characterized by their own motion components
and the targets are assumed to be rigid bodies.
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The first simulation sees a target composed of M = 35 ideal point-like scatterers
and resembles the shape of an airplane. In the second simulation, the target
resembles the shape of a boat and it is composed of M = 36 ideal point-like
scatterers. The third simulation considers a cross-shaped antenna to evaluate
possible performance differences due to the addition of the fourth sensor.
4.3.1 Simulation 1: Airplane target model
The target is shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.2: Airplane model target.
Figure 4.3: Airplane model target.
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For the purpose of simplicity and clarity of visualization, the model is depicted
with its principal axes to be coincident with the X-Y-Z Cartesian coordinates.
The parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 4.1.
Number of freq. 256 γ 1.2
Radar sweeps 128 Radar-target dist. 10 Km
Bandwidth 300 MHz Target velocity 80 m/s
Carrier freq. 10 GHz Roll/Pitch/Yaw 0◦/20◦/75◦
Tobs 0.6 s Monte Carlo runs 50
Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters - Airplane
The setup geometry is depicted in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Airplane set-up geometry.
Examples of simulated raw data and the resulting ISAR images for two different
SNR values are illustrated in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6
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Figure 4.5: Simulated raw data. (a) SNR=0 dB; (b) SNR=-15 dB.
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Figure 4.6: Amplitude ISAR images. (a) SNR=0 dB; (b) SNR=-15 dB.
The Multi-Channel CLEAN technique is used to extract the scattering centres and
gives the range/Doppler positions of the extracted scatterers. Results are shown
in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.7: Scattering centres extracted by the MC-CLEAN. (a) SNR=0 dB;
(b) SNR=-15 dB.
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Figure 4.8: MC-CLEAN residual image. (a) SNR=0 dB; (b) SNR=-15 dB.
By looking at Figure 4.7 it can be noticed that the MC-CLEAN technique performs
a good scatterers extraction for both the considered SNR.
After the scattering centres extraction, the algorithm uses the inter-element phase
differences and the (τ ,ν) position of the extracted scatterers to estimate the height
of each scatterer w.r.t. the image plane. The final 3D reconstruction result is
shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, where the reconstructed targets are super-
imposed onto the models.
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Figure 4.9: Results of the 3D reconstruction - airplane.
Figure 4.10: Results of the 3D reconstruction - airplane.
The height error and the standard deviation of the height error curves are depicted
in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12. The curves are expressed in meters and are shown
as the SNR and the baseline length change.
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Figure 4.11: Height error - Airplane. (a) Height error with unreliable assign-
ments; (b) Height error without unreliable assignments.
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Figure 4.12: Standard deviation of the height error - Airplane. (a) With
unreliable assignments; (b) without unreliable assignments.
The baseline lengths are chosen in order to satisfy the constraint expressed in
(3.27). Short baselines produce larger phase error measurement and therefore
larger height estimation errors occur. On the other hand, the height error tends
to increase when the baseline length exceeds the upper bounds. This is because
the target is not contained in the unambiguous window.
It is worth noticing that the values of both the height error and the standard
deviation decrease significantly when the unreliable assignments are discarded.
In addiction, the curves follow a decreasing trend when the SNR increases and
when the baseline length increases, accordingly with the theory. It can be inferred
that the correct identification of the unreliable assignments, and consequently the
choice of an appropriate threshold, is crucial in order to obtain reliable results.
The robustness of the selected threshold Λ has been tested by varying the param-
eter γ. Results do not show significant variations. As expected, this parameter
have no impact on the performances of the proposed method.
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Figure 4.13 shows the height error E [¯h (k)] computed by preserving the positive
or negative sign of h.
Figure 4.13: Signed error without unreliable assignments - Airplane.
The estimator results unbiased.
The estimates of Ωeff and φ are depicted in Figure 4.14 - 4.17. As already noticed
for the other values, it can be observed a descendant pattern as the SNR and the
baseline lengths increase.
Figure 4.14: Mean error of the estimate of Ωeff - Airplane.
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Figure 4.15: Standard deviation of the estimate of Ωeff - Airplane.
Figure 4.16: Mean error of the estimate of φ - Airplane.
Figure 4.17: Standard deviation of the estimate of φ - Airplane.
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4.3.2 Simulation 2: boat target model
The target is shown in Figure 4.18. Again, the model is depicted with its principal
axes to be coincident with the X-Y-Z Cartesian coordinates to ease the visualiza-
tion.
Figure 4.18: Boat model target.
Table 4.2 shows the simulation parameters.
Number of freq. 256 γ 1.2
Radar sweeps 128 Radar-target dist. 10 Km
Bandwidth 300 MHz Target velocity 8 m/s
Carrier freq. 10 GHz Roll/Pitch/Yaw 0◦/0◦/80◦
Tobs 0.8 s Monte Carlo runs 50
Table 4.2: Simulation Parameters - Boat
The setup geometry is shown in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: Boat set-up geometry.
An example of simulated raw data and the resulting ISAR image for different SNR
values are illustrated in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21
Figure 4.20: Simulated raw data. (a) SNR=0 dB; (b) SNR=-15 dB.
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Figure 4.21: Amplitude ISAR images. (a) SNR=0 dB; (b) SNR=-15 dB.
Results of the Multi-Channel CLEAN technique are shown in Figure 4.22 and
Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.22: Scattering centres extracted by the MC-CLEAN. (a) SNR=0 dB;
(b) SNR=-15 dB.
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Figure 4.23: MC-CLEAN residual image. (a) SNR=0 dB; (b) SNR=-15 dB.
It is worth noticing that the MC-CLEAN technique performs in both cases a
good scatterers extraction despite the ISAR image with lower SNR is obviously
degraded.
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Figure 4.24: Results of the 3D reconstruction - boat.
The behaviour of the height error and the standard deviation of the height error
expressed in meters are depicted in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26. As in the first
simulation, the figures are shown as the SNR and the baseline length change.
Obviously, the baseline lengths meet the constraint expressed in (3.27).
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Figure 4.25: Height error - Boat. (a) Height error with unreliable assignments;
(b) Height error without unreliable assignments.
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Figure 4.26: Standard deviation of the height error - Boat. (a) With unreliable
assignments; (b) without unreliable assignments.
As in the first simulation, the values of both the height error and the standard
deviation decrease significantly when the unreliable assignments are discarded.
Furthermore, both the height error and the standard deviation values decrease as
the SNR increases and as the baseline length increases.
Also in this second simulation the estimator is verified unbiased, as shown inFig-
ure 4.27.
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Figure 4.27: Signed error without unreliable assignments - Boat.
The same descendant pattern can be observed in Figure 4.28 - 4.31, which show
the mean error and the standard deviation of the estimates of Ωeff and φ.
Figure 4.28: Mean error of the estimate of Ωeff - Boat.
Figure 4.29: Standard deviation of the estimate of Ωeff - Boat.
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Figure 4.30: Mean error of the estimate of φ - Boat.
Figure 4.31: Standard deviation of the estimate of φ - Boat.
It should be pointed out that this pattern changes for a baseline length equal to 5.
This is because the baseline length exceeds the upper bound expressed in (3.27).
4.3.3 Cross-shaped antenna array
Consider a cross-shaped antenna as shown in Figure 4.32
Figure 4.32: System geometry - cross-shaped array.
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Simulation parameters are detailed in Table 4.3 and results are shown in Fig-
ure 4.33 - 4.37.
Number of freq. 256 γ 1.2
Radar sweeps 128 Radar-target dist. 10 Km
Bandwidth 300 MHz Target velocity 150 m/s
Carrier freq. 10 GHz Roll/Pitch/Yaw −60◦/50◦/90◦
Tobs 0.7 s Monte Carlo runs 50
Table 4.3: Simulation Parameters.
Figure 4.33: MC-CLEAN processing, SNR = -20 dB. (a)Amplitude ISAR
image; (b) Extracted scatterers; (c)Residual image.
Also in this case, a good 3D reconstruction is achieved. According with the theory,
the curves of the performance indicators follow a descendant trend as the SNR and
the baseline lengths increase. Finally, the algorithm performances increase when
unreliable assignments are discarded.
However, results with equal effectiveness can be achieved with an L-shaped array,
which represents a more cost effective and easier to realize solution.
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Figure 4.34: 3D reconstruction.
Figure 4.35: Height error. (a)Height error with unreliable assignments; (b)
Height error without unreliable assignments.
Figure 4.36: Standard deviation of the height error. (a)Standard deviation
of the height error with unreliable assignments; (b) Standard deviation of the
height error without unreliable assignments.
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Figure 4.37: Signed error without unreliable assignments.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the main simulation results of the 3D interferometric algorithm
described in Chapter 3 have been detailed.
Three scenarios with two different targets have been used to test the algorithm.
Raw data have been simulated and conventional two-dimensional ISAR images
have been obtained. In all the simulations, the MC-CLEAN effectively extracts
the scattering centres and the algorithm is able to reconstruct the 3D shape of the
target.
A performance analysis has been carried out in order to compare the 3D recon-
structed targets with the models.
First, the model is rotated as to be aligned to its trajectory. Then, the recon-
structed target is rotated by means of the rotation matrix M ξx. A PLS approach
is used to assign each reconstructed scatterer to the correspondent scatterer of the
model. A threshold Λ is given to identify the assignment errors and consequently
to discard the unreliable assignments.
Simulation results have shown that unreliable assignments significantly deterio-
rate the performances of the proposed method. It is then crucial to chose the
appropriate threshold.
Performance indicators exhibit a descendant pattern as the SNR and the baseline
lengths increase, accordingly with the theory.
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From the study conducted on the described simulated data sets, it can be con-
cluded that this method performs good 3D reconstructions for all the considered
SNR, for all the analysed scenarios.
Chapter 5
Real Data Analysis
5.1 Introduction
The 3D interferometric reconstruction method was tested on two real datasets.
Conversely from simulated data, the Multichannel Image Contrast Based Autofo-
cus algorithm is applied to real data as no knowledge a priori is given.
Section 5.2 and Section 5.2 will show the real data analysis results. Conclusion
will be discussed in Section 5.4
5.2 Case study 1
In this section, the 3D interferometric reconstruction method previously described
is tested on a first set of real data. A measure campaign took place on the 21th
March 2014 at the ’Giancarlo Vallauri’ institute, which is located at the Naval
Academy of Livorno (Italy). This specific scenario was chosen to test the algorithm
because of the continuous traffic of ships in front of the coastline.
The sensor used for the measurements is a dual interferometric low-powered FMCW
radar provided by Metasensing. The radar is called Habra 2 and exploits a four
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elements antenna array with one transmitter and three receivers in a L-shape
configuration. The radar and the antenna are shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.1: HABRA 2.
Figure 5.2: HABRA 2 - Antenna.
It is worth pointing out that in Figure 5.2 the transmitter is located in the upper
right corner.
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The radar parameters are listed in Table 5.1.
Central frequency 9.6 GHz
Bandwidth 300 MHz
PRF 0.75 KHz
Tx Power 23 dBm
dH 0.175 m
dV 0.43 m
Table 5.1: Radar Parameters
The measure campaign scenario is depicted in Figure 5.3. The radar was placed
on top of an about four-storey high building that overlooks the sea.
Figure 5.3: Measure campaign scenario - ’G. Valauri’ institute@the Naval
Academy of Livorno.
The data were acquired and post processed as follows.
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First, data in the observation time were processed to produce Range-Doppler
maps. The chosen Range-Doppler map in Figure 5.4 clearly shows a target lo-
cated at roughly 2300 m in range. Then, the fragment of the Range-Doppler map
containing the target was cropped and the successive processing was applied to
the cropped image.
Figure 5.4: Range-Doppler map.
Subsequently, the ISAR image was formed as shown in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: ISAR image before motion compensation.
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The obtained ISAR image shows distortions due to the defocusing. Then, the
image was refocused by means of the Multichannel ICBA, described in Chapter
3. The M-ICBA makes use of an initialisation method to provide an accurate
initial guess for the iterative search of the image contrast maximisation. This
initialization technique is based on the fact that the range profile time history
consists of several stripes due to the main scatterers’ range migration [23]. This
’bands’ are almost linear. Then, a rough estimation of the radial velocity vr can
be made by using the Radon Transform (RT) under the following assumptions:
• The distance between the radar and the generic ith scatterer varies linearly
with slope equal to vr.
• The distance between the radar and the focusing point varies approximately
in a linear way as the scatterers.
The radial velocity can then be expressed as:
vr = tan(ϕˆ) (5.1)
where ϕ is the the angle between the scatterers trace and the abscissa axis. The
parameter ϕˆ is the estimates of ϕ, obtained by selecting the ϕ that maximise the
RT [44]. In fact, the Radon transform is an integral along a path, and in its
simplest form this path is a straight line.
For the data under analysis, the RT is shown in Figure 5.6.
 deg
Figure 5.6: Radon transform.
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In Figure 5.7 is depicted the Image Contrast (precisely, −IC) section along the
radial acceleration in correspondence of the down peak.
Figure 5.7: Image Contrast maximization.
The range profiles after motion compensation are illustrated in Figure 5.8 while
Figure 5.9 shows the ISAR images on the Three receiving channels after applying
the M-ICBA.
Figure 5.8: Range profiles after motion compensation.
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Figure 5.9: ISAR image after motion compensation.
After motion compensation, the MC-CLEAN is applied. The result is shown in
Figure 5.10
Figure 5.10: Scattering centres extracted by using the MC-CLEAN technique.
Finally, the proposed interferometric approach was applied. The resulting 3D
reconstruction is shown in Figure 5.11 - 5.14.
Figure 5.11 shows the 3D reconstruction from three different prospectives whilst
Figure 5.12 - 5.14 show the 3D reconstruction along the Range/Cross-range, Height/Cross-
range and Height/Range planes respectively.
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Figure 5.11: 3D reconstruction.
It is worth pointing out that is possible to size the target along the cross-range
coordinate due to the estimation of the effective rotation vector Ωeff . In fact, the
interferometric algorithm jointly estimates the effective rotation vector and the
rotation angle φ. For this data set, these values have been estimated as follows:
Ωˆeff = 0, 0032 [rad/s]
φˆ = 72, 5264◦
This is consistent with a side-view of the vessel. From the reconstruction the target
can be sized as about 90 m in length and about 18 m in height. Unfortunately,
during this campaign, we couldn’t recover the AIS data and consequently it was
not possible to precisely match the reconstructed target with a particular ship.
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Figure 5.12: 3D reconstruction - Range/Cross-range.
Figure 5.13: 3D reconstruction - Height/Cross-range.
However, a possible match with a ship as in Figure 5.15 can be assumed from the
measured size of the target.
Figure 5.15: Gulf Express cargo
ship
Built 1999
Size 85× 17× · m
Draught 6.255 m
Table 5.2: Gulf Express master
data
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Figure 5.14: 3D reconstruction - Height/Range.
5.3 Case study 2
A second measure campaign was conducted within the activities of the NATO
SET 196 (Multichannel/Multistatic Radar Imaging of Non-cooperative Targets
Joint Trials), which ran a five-day joint trial in Livorno from the 29th September
2014 to the 3th October 2014. The trials were hosted by the Istituto Vallauri of
the Italian Navy located in Livorno (Italy). Representatives from eight nations
participated in the trials. The radar systems of each work group simultaneously
acquired data of a number of maritime and air targets.
The particular chosen data-set was acquired the 2th October with the same low-
powered FMCW dual interferometric radar system HABRA 2 used for the fist
real data-set, with the parameters listed in Table 5.3.
Central frequency 9.6 GHz
Bandwidth 300 MHz
PRF 611.5 Hz
Tx Power 23 dBm
dH 0.35 m
dV 0.6 m
Table 5.3: Radar Parameters
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Figure 5.16 shows the radar positioned on a terrace on top of the Instituto Vallauri,
which is about three-storey high that overlooks the sea.
The antenna array is again composed of a transmitter and three receivers in a
L-shape configuration.
Figure 5.16: HABRA 2.
The measure campaign scenario and the radar location are depicted in Figure 5.17.
The figure shows three radar systems HABRA 1, HABRA 2 and HABRA 3 illumi-
nating the sea. The radar coordinates (latitude and longitude) and their pointing
direction with respect to the north are summarised in Table 5.4.
Radar position Pointing
HABRA 1 43.524860◦, 10.309020◦ 254◦
HABRA 2 43.526163◦, 10.309288◦ 252◦
HABRA 3 43.526367◦, 10.306558◦ 176◦
Table 5.4: Radars coordinates (latitude and longitude) and pointing direction
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Figure 5.17: Measure campaign scenario - ’G. Valauri’ institute@the Naval
Academy of Livorno.
Several cooperative maritime and air targets were used to test the systems (As-
tice A 5379, MBN 1132, Rubber duck, CESSNA-182, Ultralight aircraft - p92,
Ultralight aircraft - sinus. In the considered acquisition scenario the target is the
training ship Astice (A 5379) shown in Figure 5.18 along with its main character-
istics.
Figure 5.18: Astice A 5379
Weight 180 tons
Size 33.25× 6.47× ∼ 12/13 m
Draught 2.1 m
Table 5.5: Gulf Express master
data
The Astice’s trajectory tracked with the GPS data is shown in Figure 5.19. It can
be noticed that the distance between the radar and the target at the GPS time
14.04 is about 1550 m, consistently with the RD map shown in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.19: Trajectory of the ship Astice.
Five corner reflectors were placed on Astice as shown in Figure 5.20
Figure 5.20: Corner reflector locations on Astice.
The data were acquired and post processed as follows.
First, data in the observation time were processed to produce Range-Doppler
maps. The chosen Range-Doppler map in Figure 5.21 shows a target located at
roughly 1550 m in range, consistently with the position of Astice. Another target
is visible at zero-Doppler, which is another ship used in the campaign, at that
time anchored at v 650 m.
The fragment of the Range-Doppler map containing the target was cropped and
the processing was applied on the cropped image.
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Figure 5.21: Range-Doppler map.
The ISAR image of the target is shown in Figure 5.22
Figure 5.22: ISAR image before motion compensation.
As explained in Section 5.2, the M-ICBA inizialization process makes use of the
Radon transform, which is shown in Figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.23: Radon transform.
In Figure 5.24 is depicted the Image Contrast (precisely, −IC) section along the
radial acceleration in correspondence of the down peak.
Figure 5.24: Image Contrast maximisation.
The range profiles after motion compensation are illustrated in Figure 5.25 while
Figure 5.26 shows the ISAR image on the central channel after applying the M-
ICBA.
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Figure 5.25: Range profiles after motion compensation.
Figure 5.26: ISAR image after motion compensation.
Figure 5.27 illustrates a sketch of the corner reflector positions, top view. By
comparing the ISAR image in Figure 5.26 and Figure 5.27 it is possible to recognize
the two scatterers on the back of Astice and one scatterer located on the deckhouse.
The radar is able to see the stern and part of the side of the ship.
Figure 5.27: Corner reflectors position on Astice.
The result of the MC-CLEAN scattering center extraction is shown in Figure 5.28.
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Figure 5.28: MC-CLEAN- extracted scatterers.
Finally, the effective rotation vector Ωeff and the rotation angle φ were estimated
in order to obtain the 3D shape of the target. For this data set, these values have
been estimated as follows:
Ωˆeff = 0, 0461 [rad/s]
φˆ = 163, 5041◦
These estimations are consistent with a view angle close to the top view.
The resulting 3D reconstruction is shown in Figure 5.29 - 5.30.
Figure 5.29: 3D reconstruction.
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Figure 5.30: 3D reconstruction - Height/Cross-range.
Figure 5.29 shows the 3D reconstruction whilst Figure 5.30 shows the 3D recon-
struction along the XY, XZ and YZ planes respectively.
It is worth pointing out that the estimated heights of the two scatterers at the
back of Astice are almost identical, consistently with the corner reflector positions.
Furthermore, the dimensions of the reconstructed target are consistent with the
size of the real target, Astice.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter details the results of the 3D interferometric algorithm applied to real
data.
Two data set acquired with the Metasensing radar HABRA 2 in two different
scenarios were used to test the algorithm. From the Range-Doppler map, the
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location of interest was cropped. Then, the data were processed by applying the M-
ICBA technique to focus the ISAR image and the MC-CLEAN technique to extract
the scattering centres. Results show that in both cases the 3D reconstruction is
consistent with the real targets.
Concluding, this method is effective and allows for a satisfactory 3D target recon-
struction in both simulated and real data.
However, some issues need to be taken into account:
1. Baseline length constraints:
The altitude measurement is unambiguous if the baseline lengths satisfy the
upper bounds expressed in eq. (3.27). Phase unwrapping is not possible as
there is no continuity of phase drift after the bright scatterers extraction. As
a consequence, non ambiguous phase measurements are needed to estimate
the scatterer’s heights.
2. Radar-target geometry:
If the target is squinted with respect to the radar system’s LoS, the InISAR
method can be applied with minor modifications. The radar reference sys-
tem must be projected onto the plane perpendicular to the target reference
system and the phase error must be compensated.
3. Shadowing effects:
The interferometric technique is not able to separate several scatterers lo-
cated in the same range-Doppler cell in the ISAR image. When this occurs,
the scatterers located at a particular (τ, ν) position are wrongly treated as a
single scatterer, to which is associated an incorrect phase estimation. This
leads to a wrong estimation of this single scatterer’s altitude w.r.t. the image
plane and the 3D reconstruction results incorrect. This problem is addressed
in Chapter 7 where is proposed a novel 3D target reconstruction method
that makes use of a tomographic approach. Moreover, scatterers that are
not visible to the radar cannot be identified and placed in a 3D coordinate
system. This leads to a partial reconstruction of the target. This problem
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is addressed in Chapter 6, where a incoherent technique for multistatic 3D
reconstruction is proposed.
Chapter 6
Multistatic 3D ISAR Imaging
Reconstruction
6.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on describing a method for multistatic 3D target reconstruc-
tion that is based on a incoherent technique. Although the multichannel InISAR
processing described in Chapter 3 has demonstrated to be an efficient method to
generate 3D images of the target, issues related to shadowing are a limitation for
this technology. In fact, one of the key problem of a multichannel InISAR system
is that scatterers that are not visible to the radar cannot be identified. Conse-
quently, they cannot contribute to the 3D reconstruction and the produced 3D
image may result incomplete. Moreover, monostatic ISAR image processing can
fail in some specific radar-target geometries, e. g. when a target is moving along
the LoS.
The idea is to overcome such limitations by using a net of spatially distributed
ISAR systems as depicted in Figure 6.1.
Multistatic configurations are proven to overcome a number of limitations re-
lated to monostatic systems. Among several advantages, from the prospective of
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Sensor #2
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LoSi
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x
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Sensor #1
Sensor #3
Figure 6.1: Example of multistatic configuration
3D reconstruction, multistatic configurations allow to overcome geometrical and
shadowing issues.
However, a critical aspect is how to combine the data from different radar systems
[45].
A first approach is a coherent data fusion. The data are combined at the row-
data level and although this could be considered the optimal solution, practical
difficulties can preclude its implementation. Some crucial issues are:
• Time and phase synchronization of all the radars
• Target’s aspect angle and rotation vector knowledge - otherwise the signal
could not be mapped in the full 3D Fourier space
• Target’s coherence over the multistatic angles
The second solution is to incoherently combine the output of each radar processing
in the image domain. This method is more robust against synchronization and
target motion estimation errors. Thus, it is a more practical approach.
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However, the 2D ISAR images obtained at each monostatic system cannot be easily
combined. In fact, the 2D image obtained at the output of each ISAR processing
is the representation of the target reflectivity function along a particular image
projection plane, which is different for each radar system.
The proposed solution to this problem is to join together the monostatic 3D re-
constructions of each InISAR system, obtained with the algorithm described in
Chapter 3 [40]. Multiple look angles will produce 3D reconstructions of different
parts of the target. Then, the incoherent data combination in the image domain
requires the alignment of the 3D reconstructions.
6.2 Multistatic 3D Interferometric ISAR
6.2.1 Pre-alignment processing
InISAR processing exploits the phase differences measured from two orthogonal
baselines in order to estimate the scattering centres heights with respect to the
image plane.
Each InISAR system produces a three-dimensional target reconstruction from a
particular aspect angle, expressed with respect to the specific acquisition refer-
ence system. To join together the different 3D images it is then necessary a pre-
alignment step to express the estimated coordinates of the scatterers with respect
to the same reference system. First, each 3D reconstruction is rotated of the rota-
tion angle φ (w.r.t. the reference system embedded in the radar) estimated during
the interferometric processing. Then, under the assumption of a completely known
multistatic acquisition geometry, all the reconstructions are rotated with respect to
a fixed reference system. However, inaccurate φ estimations and shadowing effects
at each InISAR system can cause misalignments. After the pre-alignment step, a
further alignment algorithm is necessary to perform the complete multistatic data
fusion.
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6.2.2 Multistatic 3D reconstruction fusion
At a high level, the flowchart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 6.2
3D InISAR
3D InISAR
3D InISAR
Pre-alignment
Pre-alignment
Pre-alignment
3D reconstruction
fusion
Sensor #1
Sensor #2
Sensor #N
Figure 6.2: Algorithm flowchart
The reconstruction fusion algorithm aims at combining the reconstructions ob-
tained at each InISAR system in order to achieve the 3D target image as complete
as possible.
First, the alignment process is performed between each pair of the partial recon-
structions.
Within each pair, one 3D image will be identified as the reference. Lets suppose
that the reference is composed by N scatterers while the other reconstruction is
composed by M scatterers. Then, the main steps are as follows:
1. Height error calculation
The height error εnm between the n
th scatterer of the reference and all the
scatterers of the other reconstruction is defined as follows:
nm = |hn − hm| (6.1)
It should be pointed out that is possible to use this approach only if the
data from the three sensors are coregistered at least in the focusing point. A
potential multistatic ISAR autofocusing method is described in [41]. Under
this assumption, only the height error can be used for a reliable comparison.
In fact, the x− y− coordinate cannot be used as the shadowing effect shifts
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the centroids of the reconstructed targets. The only coordinate consistent
for all the 3D reconstructions is along the z− axis.
2. Comparison of the height error to a threshold Υ
When the height error is lower than the threshold Υ, a possible match mk(n)
for the nth scatterer is declared, with k = 1 . . . Kn. The parameter Kn
indicates the total number of matches for the particular nth scatterer.
3. Alignment
For each mk(n), the reference is aligned to the other 3D reconstruction by
overlapping the nth to the possible match.
4. Number of correspondences and mean matching distance calculation
After the alignment process, all the x−, y−, z− coordinates are consistent for
both the 3D reconstructions. The total number of correspondence tck(n) can
now be obtained by calculating the euclidean distance between the scatterers
of the two reconstructions and comparing to the threshold. If this distance is
lower than the threshold, a correspondence is declared. The mean matching
distance mmdk (n) is also calculated as reliability indicator:
mmdk (n) =
1
C
C∑
i=1
di (6.2)
where C is the number of total correspondences and di is the i
th euclidean
distance between the scatterers that are declared as a correspondence for the
particular alignment.
5. Choice of the best alignment
For the particular nth scatterer of the reference reconstruction, the best
alignment will be considered the one with the maximum number of cor-
respondences. If more then one couple (n,m) gives the same number of
correspondence, the one with the minimum mean match distance will be
chosen.
This process is repeated for all the N scatterers of the reference reconstruction.
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For each particular pair of 3D images, the final alignment is then chosen according
to the position that gives the maximum number of correspondences. If several
configurations generate the same number of correspondences, the most reliable
alignment is chosen, that is the one with the minimum mean match distance. The
block scheme of the algorithm for a single pair of 3D reconstructions is shown in
Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Algorithm block scheme for a single pair of 3D reconstructions
The complete reconstruction is achieved by iteratively joining together the partial
reconstructions, repeating the same process. The number of iteration depends on
the number Q of InISAR systems. The algorithm stops after Q − 1 iterations.
Again, the final reconstruction is chosen according with the maximum number of
matches and the minimum mean match distance.
6.2.3 Simulation results
A simulated multistatic scenario with three 3D InISAR systems has been consid-
ered to test the algorithm. The target is assumed to be a rigid body composed of
N = 36 ideal point-like scatterers as shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Target model
The simulation parameters roll, pitch and yaw describe the target’s motion. The
multistatic scenario is simulated by varying these parameters to obtain the desired
view angle for each sensor. The shadowing effect is generated by making use of
blockage planes to identify the visible scatterers. The blockage planes used in this
simulation are shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Visible scatterers identification
For two InISAR systems of the multistatic network the visible scatterers are found
by using a single blockage plane perpendicular to the LoS in the target’s centroid.
For the third sensor, two blockage planes are used to simulate a further shadowing.
The view angles are set so that the object is not completely illuminated by the
multistatic sensor’s network in order to test the robustness of the algorithm in the
case of missing scatterers in the overall 3D target’s shape reconstruction.
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As described in Section 6.2.1, the 3D reconstruction fusion algorithm can be ap-
plied only after having expressed the coordinates of the reconstructed scatterers
with respect to a fixed reference system. The result of this pre-alignment process
is shown in Figure 6.6.
(a) 3D Pre-alignment result
(b) Top view
Figure 6.6: Pre-alignment result
It is worth pointing out that the 3D images obtained at each sensor are affected
by misalignments as the centroids are shifted. As clear from Figure 6.6, after the
pre-alignment process it is only possible to have a rough estimation of the target
occupancy and the scatterers’ fusion cannot be performed as it is.
The final alignment of each pair of 3D reconstructions is depicted in figurename 6.7.
Finally, the complete 3D reconstruction fusion is shown in Figure 6.8. The top
views of the final 3D fusion and the model are depicted in Figure 6.9 to highlights
that the shape of the final reconstruction is incomplete. As stated before, several
scatterers are missing due to the choice of the views angles. In fact, some scattering
centres of the target are not visible to all the three monostatic systems. The
algorithm results robust against missing scatterers and its performances are not
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Figure 6.7: Partial 3D reconstructions
compromised. In conclusion, the partial fusions are correctly aligned and the
overall target shape is properly reconstructed.
Results show that the algorithm successfully reconstruct the complete 3D shape of
the target. However, the method is based on the fact that the 3D reconstructions
obtained at each monostatic InISAR system must have in common a number of
scatterers. Then, the monostatic InISAR systems should be positioned in order to
obtain enough difference in aspect angle to have a view of the target as complete as
possible. On the other hand, the monostatic InISAR systems should be positioned
not too far apart to avoid illuminating completely different parts of the target.
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Figure 6.8: Complete 3D reconstruction
(a) 3D reconstruction fusion
(b) Model
Figure 6.9: Complete 3D reconstruction and model top views
6.2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, a multistatic 3D ISAR imaging reconstruction method have been
proposed. Each monostatic InISAR system produces a 3D image of the target. The
3D reconstruction fusion is performed in the image domain by consistently joining
together the monostatic 3D reconstructions. A pre-alignment process is necessary
since the Image Projection Plane might be different for all the radars. The coordi-
nates of the reconstructed scatterers are expressed with respect to a fixed reference
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system and the image fusion is performed. To find the best alignment, the algo-
rithm works iteratively and uses the height error, the euclidean distance and the
mean matching distance between the scatterers as distinctive parameters for a
reliable association. Simulation results have shown that the proposed method is
able to provide a correct 3D reconstruction fusion of the object. Since the method
rely on the fact that the initial 3D reconstructions have in common a number of
scatterers, the positioning of the InISAR systems in the multistatic configuration
has to be carefully considered.
Chapter 7
Joint Use of Two-dimensional
Tomography and ISAR Imaging
for Three-dimensional Image
Formation of Non-cooperative
Targets
7.1 Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to introduce a novel tomographic approach to
form three-dimensional ISAR images of non-cooperative moving targets. A 2D
ISAR image is obtained at each element of two orthogonal arrays. Beamforming
techniques are used to coherently combine the inter-element phase differences.
The 3D shape of the target is obtained by estimating the effective rotation vector
modulus, the image projection plane orientation angle and finally the height of
each target’s scatterer (w.r.t. the image plane). Three-dimensional ISAR image
formation allows to overcome several limitations of the conventional 2D ISAR
processing. One of the main challenges in ISAR imaging is the interpretation of
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the 2D image when the image plane is unknown. In fact, the orientation of the
image plane depends on the relative motion between the radar and the target and
in the case of non-cooperative targets cannot be predicted a priori. A related
problem is the cross-range scaling. After the Range-Doppler processing, the ISAR
image is represented in the time delay/Doppler frequency domain. It would be
desirable to scale the image in order to size the target both in range and in cross-
range. On the other hand the cross-range resolution depends on the effective
rotation vector. This parameter takes into account the target angular motion and
cannot be predicted a priori.
In literature quite a few methos that deal with the formation of 3D ISAR images
can be found. Some methods exploit a sequence of ISAR images obtained from
a single sensor [46], [47], [27] or from multistatic configurations [48]. However,
these methods often require either a priori knowledge of the target’s motions or
the cross-range scaling problem to be solved [49]. Other techniques makes uses of
interferometry [30], [32], [50]. Nevertheless, issues as phase unwrapping or baseline
constraints have to be faced.
The 3D reconstruction method proposed in Chapter 3 is based on the interfero-
metric principles. A 3D image of the target is obtained by the estimation of the
orientation of the image plane (Ωeff , φ). By following some baseline constraints,
there is no need of phase unwrapping and the method shows to achieve good target
reconstructions for each of the considered SNR.
However, this technique and most of the above mentioned 3D ISAR imaging ap-
proaches does not allow for scatterers belonging to the same range-Doppler cell to
be resolved in the ISAR image (layover effect).
To fill this gap, the idea is to use a tomographic approach to obtain three-
dimensional ISAR images of non-cooperative moving targets. In fact, it is possible
to achieve height resolution by means of beamforming techniques.
Tomographic techniques are widely used in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR),
where a three-dimensional SAR image can be generated by means of multiple
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pass processing [51], [52]. However, one of the main differences between SAR and
ISAR processing lies on the knowledge of the radar-target geometry. In fact, while
in SAR scenarios the radar-target geometry is fixed and consequently perfectly
known, in the ISAR environment the orientation of the imaging plane is unknown
and has to be taken into account during the image processing.
This Chapter is organized as follows: the 2D ISAR image processing is briefly
recalled in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 describes the tomographic method to obtain
a 3D ISAR image of non-cooperative targets and simulation results are presented
in Section 7.4.
7.2 ISAR System Model
7.2.1 System Geometry
Consider the system geometry in Figure 7.1 showing a cross-shaped antenna array
configuration. In this configuration, two uniform linear arrays composed by KV
and KH transmit/receive elements are located along the ξ3- and ξ1-axis of the
reference system T ξ = [ξ1, ξ2, ξ3] embedded in the radar. The array phase center
is in kH = kV = 0. The axis ξ2 is chosen to be aligned with the radar LoS.
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Figure 7.1: Imaging system geometry.
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The reference system T x = [x1, x2, x3] is time-varying as is embedded on the
target and rotates along with the LOS in the rotation centre O. The radar-
target distance is R0. Axes x1, x2 define the image plane and correspond to
the cross-range and range coordinates respectively. The axis x3 is aligned to the
effective rotation vector Ωeff (t). As the reference system T x is time varying, is
defined a reference system T y = [y1, y2, y3] which corresponds to T x at t = 0. The
parameter φ is the rotation angle between T x and T ξ whilst θm and αm denote
the elevation and azimuth angles of the mth scatterer, with 1 ≤ m ≤ M in the
Tξ coordinate system. The target is assumed to be a rigid body composed of M
ideal independent point-like scattering centres. It is important to mention that the
described radar-target geometry can be applied to any real scenario by projecting
the radar reference system onto the plane perpendicular to the target reference
system and by subsequently compensating the phase error.
7.2.2 2D ISAR Imaging
Let briefly recall the main steps to obtain a conventional 2D ISAR image as de-
scribed in Chapter 3. As described in to [40], the spectrum of the time-varying
spatial multichannel signal received from the kth antenna, relative to an ideal point
scatterer, after motion compensation can be expressed as:
S
(k)
R (f, t) = ρ
(k) exp
{
−j 4pif
c
[
Py · i(k)LOSξ (t)
]}
·W (f , t) (7.1)
where
W (f , t) = rect
[
t
Tobs
]
· rect
[
f − f0
B
]
(7.2)
is the Point Spread Function (PSF) and Py is the position at time t = 0 for a
generic scatterer, defined in the reference system Ty and i
(k)
LOSξ
is the LOS unit
vector relative to the ith antenna. Furthermore, it is acceptable to assume that
ρ(k) = ρ. In fact, the reflectivity functions ρ(k) can be considered identical due to
the small dimension of the array compared with the radar-target distance R0.
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At each element, the received signal is used to form a 2D ISAR image of the target
by means of the RD technique. As described in [40], the analytical expression of
the ISAR image point spread function from the kth antenna for a single scatterer
located at Py can be obtained by using a 2D Fourier Transform (2D-FT) after
radial motion compensation:
I(k)(τ, ν) = B · Tobs · ρ · ej2pif0
(
τ− 2
c
Γ
(k)
0
)
·
· sinc
[
Tobs
(
ν +
2f0
c
Γ
(k)
1
)]
· sinc
[
B
(
τ − 2
c
Γ
(k)
0
)] (7.3)
where sinc(x) = sin(pix)
pix
and dV = dH = d.
The parameters Γ
(k)
0 and Γ
(k)
1 are defined for the vertical array as follows:
Γ
(k)
0 = Γ
(k)
0V = y2 +
k·d
R0
(y1 sinφ+ y3 cosφ)
Γ
(k)
1 = Γ
(k)
1V = c2 +
k·d
R0
(c1 sinφ+ c3 cosφ)
(7.4)
and for the horizontal array as:
Γ
(k)
0 = Γ
(k)
0H = y2 − k·dR0 (y1 sinφ− y3 cosφ)
Γ
(k)
1 = Γ
(k)
1H = c2 − k·dR0 (c1 sinφ− c3 cosφ)
(7.5)
The MC-CLEAN technique [40, 53] described in Chapter 3 is then used to locate
and extract the brightest scattering centres in the 2D ISAR images.
7.3 Three-dimensional ISAR Beamforming
The tomographic method to obtain a three-dimensional image of moving target
is described here. The height of each scattering centre is recovered throughout
the joint estimation of the rotation angle φ and the modulus of effective rotation
vector Ωeff .
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A rotation matrix Mξx is used to express the coordinates of the vector Py by
remapping its coordinates from Tξ to Tx.
Py = Mξx ·Pyξ (7.6)
In particular, the coordinate y3 denotes the height of the scatterer with respect to
the image plane and is given by:
y3 = y3ξ cosφ− y1ξ sinφ (7.7)
By means of the beamforming technique, the components y3ξ and y1ξ can be
evaluated. A final tomographic image is formed by using all the K antennas of
each array. The tomographic images are focused at a particular focus elevation
angle θ for the vertical array, and at a particular focus azimuth angle α for the
horizontal array as follows [54]:
IˆV (τi, νj) =
=
(KV −1)
2∑
k=− (KV −1)
2
I
(k)
V (τi, νj) exp
{
−j 4pi
λ
kd sin θ
} (7.8)
IˆH(τi, νj) =
=
(KH−1)
2∑
k=− (KH−1)
2
I
(k)
H (τi, νj) exp
{
−j 4pi
λ
kd cos θ sinα
} (7.9)
For both the vertical and the horizontal arrays, the term Iˆ(τi, νj) in eq. (7.8) and
(7.9) denotes an estimate of the ithjth pixel value of the final tomographic ISAR
image Iˆ(τ, ν) and obtained by weighting the contribution of all the K ISAR images
I(k)(τ, ν).
The tomographic processing is carried out for a contiguous range of focus planes
relative to a set of elevation angles {θ} and a set of azimuth angles {α}. With this
process, the scatterers point-spread function is shown both in the elevation and in
the azimuth directions.
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The elevation and azimuth angles of each mth scattering centre, are estimated in
a cascade as follows:
θˆm = max
θ
{
10 · log10
[ | I (τm, νm, {θ}) |2
K2
]}
αˆm = max
α
10 · log10
 | I
(
τm, νm, θˆm, {α}
)
|2
K2

(7.10)
Where
• The vector I (τm, νm, {θ}) contains the complex values of the tomographic
ISAR images obtained with eq. (7.8), for the particular index τm, νm;
• τm, νm denote the mth scatterer location in range and Doppler;
• the vector I
(
τm, νm, θˆm, {α}
)
contains the complex values of the tomo-
graphic ISAR images obtained with eq. (7.9) at the horizontal array, by
using the estimated θˆm obtained from the beamforming at the vertical array.
It can be noticed that the terms kdV sin θ and kdH cos θ sinα in equations (7.8)
and (7.9) express the phase differences between the element located in the phase
center and each kth element of the vertical and horizontal arrays, respectively.
According to equations (7.3)-(7.5), these phase differences can also be written as
(y1 sinφ+y3 cosφ)/R0 for the vertical configuration and as (y1 cosφ−y3 sinφ)/R0
for the horizontal configuration. Then, the components y3ξ and y1ξ can be written
as a function of the estimates θˆ and αˆ:
yˆ3ξ = y1 sinφ+ y3 cosφ = R0 sin θˆ
yˆ1ξ = y1 cosφ− y3 sinφ = R0 cos θˆ sin αˆ
(7.11)
At this stage, the magnitude of the effective rotation vector Ωeff and the rotation
angle φ can be jointly estimated by expressing the term c in eq. (2.13) with respect
to the reference system Tx as:
c = ΩT × y ⇒ c2 = y1 · Ωeff (7.12)
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with ΩT = (0,ΩT2,Ωeff ).
The Doppler component at the central antenna can be used to express the term
c2 as follows:
ν(0) , −2f0
c
· Γ(0)1 ∼= −
2f0
c
c2 ⇒ c2 = −ν(0) · c
2f0
(7.13)
After some algebra we obtain:
ν(0) = −2f0
c
R0Ωeff ·
(
cos θˆ sin αˆ cosφ+ sin θˆ sinφ
)
(7.14)
Refferring to the single mth scatterer contribution, eq. (7.14) can be rewritten as
follows:
Zm = aYm + bXm (7.15)
where
• Z , ν(0)
• Y , −2f0
c
R0 · cos θˆ sin αˆ
• X , −2f0
c
R0 · sin θˆ
• a , Ωeff · cosφ
• b , Ωeff · sinφ
Eq. (7.15) represents the equation of a regression plane. As detailed in Chapter
3, the estimates a˜ and b˜ can be obtained through the evaluation of this regression
plane. The parameters Ωeff and φ can then be estimated throughout a˜ and b˜.
The final result is:
Ωˆeff =
√
a˜2 + b˜2 φˆ = arctan
(
b˜
a˜
)
(7.16)
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7.4 Simulation Results
In this section, results from two simulations are presented to test the effectiveness
of the described method.
7.4.1 Simulation 1
The target is assumed to be a rigid body composed of M = 35 ideal point-like
scatterers and is depicted in Figure 7.2. The simulation parameters are detailed
in Table 7.1 and the resulting target reconstruction for SNR=-10 dB is shown in
Figure 7.3 - 7.4.
Number of freq. 256 Radar sweeps 128
Bandwidth 300 MHz Radar-target dist. 10 Km
Carrier freq. 10 GHz Target velocity 80 m/s
Tobs 0.6 s dV=dH 10 m
Roll/Pitch/Yaw 10◦/20◦/75◦ KV = KH 5
Table 7.1: Simulation Parameters.
Figure 7.2: Model - Airplane.
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Figure 7.3: 3D target reconstruction.
Figure 7.4: 3D target reconstruction.
The algorithm successfully reconstructs the target. The reconstructed target in
the imaging plane reference system is shown in Figure 7.5 while Figure 7.6 shows
the tomographic image focused at the estimated height of the scatterer M1 in
Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5: 3D target reconstruction with respect to the imaging plane for
SNR=-10 dB.
Figure 7.6: Amplitude ISAR image and Tomographic ISAR image relative to
scatterer M1 for SNR=-10 dB.
According to eq. (7.10), the highest value of the tomographic image correspond
to the scatterer estimated position in elevation and azimuth (θˆM1 ,αˆM1). The other
scatterers vanish in the tomographic image according to their relative distance from
the considered scattering centre. This results show that the proposed 3D ISAR
tomographic processing allows non-cooperative targets at height to be focused to
their correct position.
Indicators such as the mean height error, its standard deviation and the signed
error have been chosen to evaluate the algorithm performances. On the top left
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of Figure 7.7 is shown mean height error whilst its standard deviation is depicted
on the top right corner. Both the curves are represented as the SNR increases. It
is worth noticing that the behaviour of both the parameters follows a decreasing
trend as the SNR increase. This is consistent with the theory.
Figure 7.7: Mean height error, Standard deviation of the height error, Signed
error and Height resolution.
The mean height error computed by maintaining the positive or negative sign of
each scatterer’s height error is shown on the bottom left of Figure 7.7. This param-
eter shows that the proposed estimator is unbiased. It is worth highlighting that
most of the 3D ISAR imaging methods do not allow multiple scatterers belonging
to the same Range-Doppler cell in the ISAR image to be distinguished. Con-
versely, with the detailed ISAR processing based on the beamforming technique,
is possible to overcome layover problems. More detailed 3D ISAR images can be
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formed. However, the height resolution depends both on the number of antennas
and the distance between the array element, as illustrated on the lower right side
of Figure 7.7. As a consequence, it is important to find a trade-off between the
decrement of the array elements and the inter-element spacing increment, on which
depends also the spatial aliasing. The array has to be dimensioned depending on
the height resolution that we want to achieve.
7.4.2 Simulation 2
The target consists of M=36 ideal point-like scatterers and resemble the shape of
a boat. The simulation parameters are detailed in Table 7.2. The resulting 3D
reconstructions for SNR = -20 dB and SNR = 0 dB are shown in Figure 7.8 - 7.11.
Number of freq. 256 Radar sweeps 128
Bandwidth 300 MHz Radar-target dist. 10 Km
Carrier freq. 10 GHz Target velocity 8 m/s
Tobs 0.8 s dV=dH 10 m
Roll/Pitch/Yaw 0◦/0◦/80◦ KV = KH 5
Table 7.2: Simulation Parameters.
Figure 7.8: 3D reconstruction - SNR=0 dB.
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Figure 7.9: 3D reconstruction - SNR=0 dB.
Figure 7.10: 3D reconstruction - SNR=-20 dB.
Results show that the algorithm is able to reconstruct the 3D shape of the target
even with low SNR.
7.5 Conclusion
The proposed method exploits two perpendicular antenna arrays and allows mul-
tiple scatterers belonging to the same range-Doppler cell to be resolved. The
3D shape of non-cooperative targets is obtained by combining 2D beamforming
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Figure 7.11: 3D reconstruction - SNR=-20 dB.
techniques and 2D ISAR imaging. The described technique consists of two main
steps:
1. 2D ISAR imaging
A 2D ISAR image is obtained from each antenna by means of a 2D Fourier
transform of the received signal after motion compensation.
2. 3D ISAR Beamforming and 3D shape Reconstruction
First, the KV ISAR images from the vertical array are used to form a to-
mographic image and for each scatterer (identified by using a MC-CLEAN
technique) the elevation angle θm corresponding to the maximum power is
found. For each θm, the KH ISAR images for the horizontal array are used
to form a tomographic image and for each scatterer the azimuth angle αm
corresponding to the maximum power is found. Then, the effective rotation
vector modulus Ωeff and the rotation angle φ are estimated. Finally, the
height of each scatterer is calculated, allowing the 3D shape of the target to
be reconstructed.
As a conclusion, simulation results show that 3D target reconstructions can be
satisfactory achieved by using this method for all the considered SNR. Accordingly
to the theory, performances improve as the SNR increase. Finally, the use of
beamforming techniques allows to achieve height resolution and consequently to
overcome layover problems.

Chapter 8
3D Colocated MIMO ISAR
Imaging
8.1 Introduction
MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) radar technique evolved from MIMO
wireless communication. Different from traditional radar systems, the MIMO
radar adopts orthogonal waveforms transmitted from different antenna elements,
which can avoid transmitting waveform interference and ensure the signal channels
to be independent from each other. A first attempt to select different system input
to enhance parameter estimation in a radar system can be dated back to the early
1970s with Raman K. Mehra 1. However, almost 10 years had to pass by before
to see the first MIMO working system consisting of a circular array transmitting
orthogonal waveforms at each sensor. This was conceived by the French research
agency ONERA and used in the experimental program RIAS (Radar a Impulsion
et Antenne Synthetique) for air surveillance purposes.
Each transmitting antenna of the MIMO radar systems can emit multiple probing
signals. This is one of the main difference between MIMO radar and phased-array
radar, which transmits a scaled version of the adopted waveform, and one of its
main advantages. Many discussions can be found in literature about the potential
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benefits that a MIMO configuration can provide. Among them, for given system
design choices, can be underlined the following characteristics [55]
• Improve the performance of target detection and localisation;
• Enhance the angle estimation accuracy;
• Improve the parameter identifiability;
• Increasethe sensitivity to detect slow moving targets.
Recently, MIMO ISAR techniques have been developed to generate 3D images of
the target to exploit the advantages provided by using waveform diversity. MIMO
distributed ISAR imaging techniques have been used to increase the cross-range
resolution, which depends on the intrinsic motion characteristics of the target
(and, specifically, on its overall change of aspect angle). The use of MIMO ISAR
configuration can also reduce transmitting power [56], [57]. Whilst methods to
obtain three-dimensional images of the target using MIMO ISAR systems have
been proposed in the last few years [58], [59], [60], the theoretical framework of a
MIMO ISAR system is still in an embryonic stage. Several research problems still
need to be addressed and a number of challenges have to be faced.
This objective of this chapter is to provide a useful tool to produce 3D target
reconstruction based on the InISAR processing described in Chapter 3 in a co-
located MIMO configurations. The idea is to exploit the advantages that a co-
located MIMO configuration gives, related to the concept of virtual aperture [61].
Section 8.2 describes the basic principles of MIMO radar technology while 8.3
details the proposed method.
8.2 Principles of MIMO radar: the virtual array
MIMO radar systems can be categorized in two main configurations: statistical
MIMO radar and coherent MIMO radar.
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The statistical MIMO radar configuration consists of a number of transmitting/re-
ceiving elements largely spaced. As a consequence, the target RCS (Radar Cross
Section) seen from each transmitter-receiver pairs is decorrelated [62].
In the coherent MIMO configuration, the antenna elements are co-located, i.e.
closely spaced. Each sensor transmit different linearly independent signals and,
due to the particular TX/RX geometry, it is assumed that each antenna sees the
same (delayed) target’s scattering response.
By transmitting independent waveforms, the transmit-receive arrays geometries
can be exploited to form a much larger so called virtual array. Let suppose the
transmitting array to be composed of NTX elements and the receiver array to
be composed of NRX elements. The virtual array allows to process a number
NTX ·NRX of signals at the receivers, with obvious advantages in parameter iden-
tifiability, target detection and localization etc.
Let suppose that a MIMO systems transmits a set of NTX orthogonal waveforms
{sm(t)} where m = 1 . . . , NTX denotes the particular transmitter
∫
si(t)s
∗
i (t)dt = δij (8.1)
where δij is the Kronecker delta function defined as follows:
 δij = 1 if i = jδij = 0 if i 6= j (8.2)
Signals coming from different transmitters are separated at the receiver by a bank
of matched filters. The received signal at the output of the kth matched filter of
nth receiver can be expressed as:
sRn,k = ρe
jk0iTLOS(pTm+pRn ) (8.3)
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where k0 is the wave number, the coefficient ρ takes into account the target re-
flectivity, iTLOS is the LoS unit vector, the terms pTm and pRn denotes the location
of the mth transmitter and the nth receiver elements respectively. As evident in
(8.3), the phase term pTm + pRn is the spatial convolution of the transmitter and
the receiver elements locations. The received signals can then be interpreted as
coming from an array which elemets are located as fiven by (8.3).
As a conclusion, we can state that a MIMO system composed of NTX +NRX real
antennas produces at the receiver the same result as an NTX ·NRX elements array.
8.3 3D target reconstruction
The InISAR system geometry described in Chapter 3 is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 8.1: InISAR system geometry.
Let suppose that the three antennas transmit orthogonal waveforms and are both
transmitting and receiving, i.e. the system is in a co-located MIMO configuration.
At the receiver, signal coming from different transmitters are separated by using a
bank of matched filters. At the output of the matched filters, the MIMO received
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signal at each antenna can be written as follows:
SRV (f, t) =

STV RV (f, t)
STCRV (f, t)
STHRV (f, t)
 ; SRC (f, t) =

STV RC (f, t)
STCRC (f, t)
STHRC (f, t)
 ;
SRH (f, t) =

STV RH (f, t)
STCRH (f, t)
STHRH (f, t)

(8.4)
where STiRj(f, t) is the spectrum of the MIMO time-varying spatial multichannel
received signal with transmit array element TXi and receiver RXj, relative to an
ideal point scatterer, after motion compensation and in free space conditions.
According to eq. (8.3) the phase of the received signal depends on the spatial
convolution of the transmitter and the receiver elements locations.
Figure 8.2 depicts the corresponding equivalent virtual array obtained according
to the MIMO radar theory [55].
Figure 8.2: MIMO ISAR equivalent virtual antenna array.
The idea is to treat the received signal at each antenna as a sub-L-shape config-
uration as depicted in Figure 8.3 and to apply the InISAR processing detailed in
Chapter 3 to each receiver.
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Figure 8.3: L-shaped configurations associated to the signal received at an-
tenna V, C and H
The signal received from each sensor is processed independently in order to obtain
an estimation of the height of the scatterers with respect to the image plane. It is
worth to pointing out that, due to the small distance between the antenna array
elements with respect to the distance to the target, the image plane does not
change for the three configuration. All the 2D ISAR images are used by the MC-
CLEAN technique to perform the scatterers extraction. After the three height
estimations have been estimated, a soft assignment for each result is performed
in order to finally average the heights consistently. The final scatterers height
estimation is then obtained by averaging the height estimations resulting from the
three configurations. The block diagram of this procedure is shown in Figure 8.4
Figure 8.4: Block diagram of the proposed method
However, the array phase center changes for each of the sub-L-shape configura-
tions. Consequently, the the estimators must be modified.
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Let consider the signal received in V . Equation (3.8) can be rewritten as follows:
iVLOSx(t) ,
Px(t)−Vx(t)
|Px(t)−Vx(t)| =
=
[
−dV sinφ√
R0(t)2+d2V
R0(t)√
R0(t)2+d2V
−dV cosφ√
R0(t)2+d2V
]
iCVLOSx(t) ,
Px(t)−CVx(t)
|Px(t)−CVx(t)| =
=
[
−(dV /2) sinφ√
R0(t)2+(dV /2)2
R0(t)√
R0(t)2+(dV /2)2
−(dV /2) cosφ√
R0(t)2+(dV /2)2
]
iHVLOSx(t) ,
Px(t)−HVx(t)
|Px(t)−HVx(t)| =
=
[
−(dH/2)(cosφ+sinφ)√
R0(t)2+(dH/2)2
R0(t)√
R0(t)2+(dH/2)2
(dH/2)(sinφ−cosφ)√
R0(t)2+(dH/2)2
]
where Vx(t), CVx(t) and HVx(t) are the positions of the antennas with respect
to Tx.
Therefore, the scalar product in (3.3) can be written as:
Px(t) · iVLOSx(t) ∼= (Py + ct) · iVLOSx(t) = KV0 +KV1 t
Px(t) · iCVLOSx(t) ∼= KCV0 +KCV1 t
Px(t) · iHVLOSx(t) ∼= KHV0 +KHV1 t
(8.5)
where
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KV0 , y2 −
dV
R0
(y1 sinφ+ y3 cosφ)
KV1 , c2 −
dV
R0
(c1 sinφ+ c3 cosφ)
KCV0 , y2 −
dV
2R0
(y1 sinφ+ y3 cosφ)
KCV1 , c2 −
dV
2R0
(c1 sinφ+ c3 cosφ)
KHV0 , y2 +
dH
2R0
[y3(sinφ− cosφ)− y1(cosφ+ sinφ)]
KHV1 , c2 +
dH
2R0
[y3(sinφ− cosφ)− y1(cosφ+ sinφ)]
(8.6)
After some algebra we obtain the y3 coordinate as follows:
y3 = y3ξ cosφ− y1ξ sinφ = c
2pif0
R0
(4θV
dV
cosφ− 4θH
dH
sinφ
)
(8.7)
The term c2 can then be expressed by taking into account the Doppler components
as follows:
νc2 = 2νCV − νV , −
2f0
c
(
2KCV1 −KV1
] ∼= −2f0
c
c2 (8.8)
The Doppler component νc2 can be written as:
νc2 = −
R0Ωeff
pi
(4θH
dH
cosφ+
4θV
dV
sinφ
)
(8.9)
As a result, equation (8.9) can be rewritten by considering only the contribution
due to the kth scatterer as follows:
Zk = aYk + bXk (8.10)
where Z , νc2 , Y , − R0pidH4θH , X , − R0pidV 4θV , a , Ωeff cosφ and b , Ωeff sinφ.
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As described in Chapter 3, the problem can be mathematically solved by mini-
mizing the function:
Ψ (a, b) =
M∑
k=1
[Zk − (aYk + bXk)]2 (8.11)
and the estimation of Ωeff and φ can be derived from the estimates a˜ and b˜:
Ωˆeff =
√
a˜2 + b˜2 φˆ = arctan
(
b˜
a˜
)
(8.12)
Equivalent procedure can be followed to calculate the estimator for the sub-L-
shape relative to the signal received in C and H .
8.4 Simulation results
The same parameters of Simulation 1 in Chapter 4 have been used for the described
MIMO configuration. The ISAR images at each receiver have been obtained with
the Bistatically Equivalent Monostatic Theorem and the baseline lengths have
been adjusted to meet the constraints expressed in (3.27). Results are shown in
comparison with the multichannel InISAR system.
Figure 8.5 shows the 3D reconstructions. Figure 8.6 - 8.8 show the height error,
the standard deviation of the height error and the cross-range error, for the multi-
channel and the MIMO configuration, both the cases with and without unreliable
assignments.
In Figure 8.9 - 8.13 are shown the signed error (to show that the estimator is
unbiased), the effective rotation vector estimation error and its standard deviation
as well as the rotation angle error and its standard deviation.
According with the theory, the curves follow a decreasing trend as the SNR and
the baselines length increase. Moreover, it is worth pointing out that the perfor-
mances of all the considered parameters greatly improve when using the MIMO
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system. However, the computational burden is higher and no iterations between
the antennas have been considered.
8.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a method to obtain a 3D image of the target by using a MIMO
InISAR configuration has been described. The received signal at each TX/RX an-
tenna is treated as a sub-L-shape array to which is applied the InISAR processing
detailed in Chapter 3. Results shows that very good 3D reconstructions of the
target are obtained for all the considered SNR. Moreover, a comparison with the
monostatic case has been carried out. This comparison shows that the 3D recon-
struction performances highly increase when adopting the MIMO configuration.
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Figure 8.5: Results of the target reconstruction along three different planes.
(a) superimposition of the model and the reconstructed target - Multichan-
nel; (b) superimposition of the model and the reconstructed target - Colocated
MIMO
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Figure 8.6: Height error. (a) Height error with unreliable assignments - Mul-
tichannel; (b) Height error with unreliable assignments - Colocated MIMO; (c)
Height error without unreliable assignments - Multichannel; (d) Height error
without unreliable assignments - Colocated MIMO
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Figure 8.7: Standard deviation of the height error. (a) Standard deviation
of the height error with unreliable assignments - Monistatic; (b) Standard de-
viation of the height error with unreliable assignments - Colocated MIMO; (c)
Standard deviation of the height error without unreliable assignments - Multi-
channel; (d) Standard deviation of the height error without unreliable assign-
ments - Colocated MIMO
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Figure 8.8: Cross-range error. (a) Cross-rang error with unreliable assign-
ments - Multichannel; (b) Cross-rang error with unreliable assignments - Colo-
cated MIMO; (c) Cross-rang error without unreliable assignments - Multichan-
nel; (d) Cross-rang error without unreliable assignments - Colocated MIMO
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Figure 8.9: Signed error without unreliable assignments. (a) Signed error -
Multichannel; (b) Signed error - Colocated MIMO
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Figure 8.10: (a) Mean error of the estimate of Ωeff - Multichannel; (b) Mean
error of the estimate of Ωeff - Colocated MIMO
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Figure 8.11: (a) Standard deviation of the estimate of Ωeff - Multichannel;
(b) Standard deviation of the estimate of Ωeff - Colocated MIMO
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Figure 8.12: (a) Mean error of the estimate of φ - Multichannel; (b) Mean
error of the estimate of φ - Colocated MIMO
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Figure 8.13: (a) Standard deviation of the estimate of φ - Multichannel; (b)
Standard deviation of the estimate of φ - Colocated MIMO
Chapter 9
Conclusion
In this thesis, the problem of forming 3D target images of non- cooperative targets
is addressed.
3D target reconstruction solves the problems related to the ISAR image interpre-
tation. In fact, the orientation of the image plane depends on the sensor position
relative to the target and on the target’s motions. In typical operating scenarios,
targets of interest are non-cooperative. Then, the orientation of the image plane
cannot be predicted a priori and the interpretation of the conventional 2D ISAR
image becomes ambiguous.
A review of the basic principles of ISAR imaging and of the monostatic ISAR
signal modelling has been firstly provided.
The monostatic ISAR signal model has been extended to a multichannel process-
ing. Three multichannel ISAR processing have been developed to form 3D images
of non-cooperative targets.
The first method is based on interferometry and has been tested on simulated and
real datasets.
For the purpose of scattering centre extraction, the MC-CLEAN has been de-
veloped by extending the CLEAN technique to be effective when using spatial
multi-channel radar configurations.
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Although InISAR imaging represents an effective tool to produce 3D target recon-
struction, problems related to shadowing still remain unsolved.
In order to overcome such limitations, a method for multistatic 3D target recon-
struction has been introduced.
Another solution is to reconstruct the 3D shape of a target by using a tomografic
approach. Such a technique is detailed in this thesis.
Furthermore, a comparison between the 3D reconstruction performances of a mul-
tichannel InISAR system and a MIMO InISAR system is carried out.
All the developed techniques have been tested on simulated data and, for the
interferometric approach, on real data. Results demonstrate their effectiveness for
all the considered scenarios.
Further investigations in this research area will include the study of more effective
techniques for scattering centres extraction for multichannel systems in the case
of distributed targets. A second possible follow on to this thesis could be also
the application of other beamforming techniques to the tomographic approach in
order to reduce the number of antennas and the inter-element spacing without
loosing height resolution. Furthermore, based on the results obtained with the
MIMO InISAR system, another important future direction could be the study of
the most desirable waveforms for 3D target reconstruction and the impact on the
system performances when inter-element interferences occur.
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